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ÀBSTRACT.

This thesis analyses regionaì- differences in level-s of
political involvement in Canada. In particular the roLe and
impact of social class, region, and potiticaJ. culture on
levels of involvenent is assessed.
By testing a number of proposiLions this study shows how
Ievels of social class consciousness, trust and efficacy
differ between provinces. Ànalysis of data contained in the
1984 Federal Election shows significant differences in the
levels of these independent variables between provinces.
Further analysis reveals that these variables, and one's
objective cl-ass position, have a clear impact on l-eve1s of
poJ.it ical involvement.
Use is made of existing Literature to explain why certain
provinces have higher numbers of class conscious
respondents, higher levels of trust and efficacy, and higher
leveIs of political involvement. Furthermore, because these
independent variables account for only a par! of the
variance in political involvement levels, this literature is
also used to offer other possible explanations for this
va r i

ance,
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I NTRODUCTI ON .

This thesis is concerned with anaì.ysing regional potiticaL
cultures in Canada. In particular, it examines the effect of
social c1ass, efficacy, trust,
and region on political
involvement in Canada. The core of the discussion can be
summarized in lhe following way. Certain provinces in Canada
are polibically more 'modern' than are others. In the more
'modern' provinces social class is tikely to be a more significant factor politically,
À significant role for social
cl-ass consciousness has been taken to suggest a greater
awareness of, and interest in,
politics generaJ.ly. It is
expected that social class consciousness lliLl have an impact
on levels of 'efficacy' and, to a lesser extent, 'trust',
and t.hat a greater degree of involvement will be found in
those 'modern' provinces where higher levels of social class
consciousness, 'efficacy' , and'trust' are apparent.
The conceptual focus for this st.udy has been derived from

!hree specific sources. The most impor!ant of these lras the
anaLysis of regional political cultures in Canada by Simeon
and Elkins, from which was drawn the potiticaJ. culture typology outlined in Chapter 1. These culture types are created
using each respondent's feelings of efficacy and trust
towards the government. The proportion of each culture type
in each province is raken as an indicator of the poliLicaI
culture of each province. It is anticipated Lhal 'support-1-

erst and 'critics',
who hold in common a strong sense of
efficacy, will be more evident in 'modern' provinces than
elsev¡here and that these higher leveLs of efficacy Iead also
to higher Levels of involvement.
The first

chapter is concerned with outlining the conceptual and methodological framework for the study. As well as
introducing the propositions of the thesis, this chapter
argues that 'politicaJ. culture' should be narrowly defined,
in the Almond and Verba sense of 'trust' and 'efficacy'.
This interpretation allows for a cLear conceptualization of
what pol-itical cul,ture is rather !han a broad, nebulous one,
in which political culture becomes indistinct from its causa1 factors, This study anaJ.yses each component of political
culture in lerms of region and class consciousness though,
paralleling the Simeon and Elkins' study, 'trust' and 'efficacy'make up the independent politicat culture variable
( 'culture type' ) .
Although 'political
culture' is defined in this narrow
sense it is acknowledged that wider cul-tural factors are
important in heJ.ping to shape it. post-behaviouralism seems

to have led to a tendency, which this study tries to avoid,
of classifying broader cultural conditions as part of the
political cul-ture. The second chapter offers an outline of
the broader historical, economic and social background of
each province which help to provide expectations, and possibIe exp).anations, for the study's findings. This chapter

also discusses previous studies, notably those of Simeon and
Elkins, Jensen, and Wilson, in terms of how provinces have
been classified according to their particular criteria.
In
determining which regions, or provinces, are likety to display 'modern' characteris!ics, use has been made of the
studies of Jane Jensen and John wilson in which seLected
criteria l¡ere used to rank provinces on a 'modernity' index.
These studies, introduced in Chapter '1 , rank the provinces
in terms of whether they are 'modern', 'transitional' or
'traditional' (Jensen), or'developed','transitional-'
or
'undeveloped' according to WiLson. This thesis uses the former set of labels.
Àlthough this study does not attempt to produce a specific rank-order of provinces, the studies of Jensen and Wilson
provide a general picture of where evidence of 'modernity'

is most likely to be apparent. For example, Saskatchewan is
considered the most 'modern' on both rankings while Ne!¡
Brunswick is considered the mos! 'traditional' province. In
general, lhe other western provinces are regarded as being
more 'modern', or at least 'transitional,,
while the Atlantic provinces, to varying degrees, are considered 'traditional'. Ontario and Quebec are seen as 'transitionaL' provinces.
There are, however, exceptions to these
generalizat.ions. Most notably p.E.I.
was ranked as the
third most 'modern' province by Jensen while it $ras categorized as 'undeveloped' by Wilson.

-J-

the propositions of lhis thesis
are drawn from the 1984 Federal Election dataset compiled by
Ronald D. Lambert et al. The variables drawn from the dataset which are relevant to this study are listed in Àppendix
1. Much of the analysis is conducted using descriptive s!atistics drawn largely from crosstabuLations. These results
which are presented in Chapter 3 estabLish a seperate role
for social c1ass, region and political culture type in
respect to leve1s of political
involvernent in the different
provinces. Àn 'objective class' variable is also utilized in
order to examine the impact of education leveÌ, income, and
occupation on j.nvolvement 1eve1s. Controlling for 'objective
class' also helps to assess the independent role of subjective class consciousness.
The data used to test

Multiple regression techniques are also empLoyed and the
aim of this analysis is two-fold, First, lhe amount of variance in the dependent variables that is 'explained' by each
independent variable is analysed in order to assess the re1ative impact that social c1ass, political culture type, and
region have on levels of involvement. Second, the regression
analysis is also used to assess the combined impact of aIl
the independen! variables on poLitical involvement and so
demonstrate how much variance is explained by objective and
subjective cJ.ass, political culture type, and region.

In conclusion it is argued that the thesis propositions
are, to a large extent, upheld by the data analysis. The
-4-

evidence shows thaE higher levels of political involvement,
and 'efficacy', though not 'trust', are apparent in 'modern'

regions where economic and industrial development has 1ed to
an increased role for class in the political systems of
these provinces. SubjecLive class consciousness, objective

class position,
region, and 'culture lype' all have an
impact on levels of invoLvemènt. Honever, inasmuch as the
independent variables account for only a proportion of the
variance in involvemen! levefs, other possible explanations
are offered. These explanations employ the broader historical, econornic and social attributes of each province (outlined earlier) to show why class consciousness, 'trust' and
'efficacy' r,¡ere found to be more apparent in certain
regions, and why certain regions support higher levels of
invoLvement.
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CHAPTER ONE.

The

Ra

t i ona 1e ,

Conc eÞt s ,

and Methodoloqv

Beh i nd

The

Studv.

It is the aim of this first chapler !o outline the theory
behind the sludy and to present the propositions which, when
tested, allow the assessment of the validity of lhe theory,
The concepts which witl be employed are described in this
secLion and where existing literature is to be used !he rea_
sons for its inclusion are explained. The methodology which
has been devised wilt also be outlined in some detail
although the butk of the data analysis techniques are presented in Chapter 3.
In !heir pioneering study 'The Civic Culture' ,r Almond
and Verba found that certain countries had politica). cu1_
tures which comprised higher levels of trust in the govern_
ment, stronger feelings of efficacy and higher levels of
involvemen! in lhe political process while others had more
disaffected political cu1!ures. The United States was seen
as having the most active politicai. culture and this was
held, at the time, though revised larer, to be a sign of
advanced democ racy.

Gabriel- À. Almond and.Sidney.Verba,.The Civic Culture: A
ComÞarat i ve Studv of Five Nations. (Boston: Little,
Bror¡n
& Co., 1965).

Richard Simeon and David J. Elkins, ' The Regional politica1 Culturesr .
Canadian JournaL Of political
Science.

The work of

Elkins,2 and John wiLson3 are of
great importance ín the field of Canadian political culture,
The conclusion that both arrive at is that Canada has not
one but ten political cullures, with each province exhibiting different cultures. Simeon and Etkins found that certain
provinces exhibited characteristics more closely akin to
ÀImond and Verba's 'civic culture' than did others. Further_
more it is apparent that those provinces where poJ-itical
culture appeared to be more 'advanced' were the same ones
thar wilson saw as being the most industriaLized and economically developed. Viilson argued lhat these same provinces
had more 'developed' party systems, likened to that of Britain. The implication was that these systems had developed
through the increased dominance of economic, and class-based
issues in the political arena.
Simeon and

À third Canadian study of relevance to t.he formation of
this thesis is Jane Jensen's 'party Systems'.a She is more
expLicit in the use of 'class' as an indicator of a prov-

ince's 'modernity'. Traits of 'modernity' were found in similar provinces to the ones considered 'deveJ-oped' by Wilson
and to the ones in which Simeon and Elkins found more active
political cultures, These regions did not correspond exactly
September 1974.

John Wilson, 'The Canadian political Cultures'.
Journal Of PoIiLicaI Science. September 1974.

Canadian

Jane Jensen, ' party Systems', contained in, David J, BeL1amy, Jon H. Pammett, and Donald C, Rowat, The provincial
Svstems. (Toronto: Methuen, 1976). Chapter T

-

but the similarities s¡ere considered to be significant
enough to !¡arrant the examination of a Iink between subjective class consciousness and political culture.
By examining a series of propositions this study will

explore the issue of whether the 'modern' provinces of Canada have more participatory political cultures, in particu1ar, whether a subjechive feeling of class consciousness has
an impact on levels of involvement. Àn indicator of objective cLass status is also introduced to ensure that class
consciousness is dislinguished from, and seen to have an
impact independent of, education level, income or occupation
status. As Simeon and Elkins' study suggests an independent
role for 'region' this concept is also analysed as an independent variable.
'Culture type'- a sense of trust and/or
efficacy- is both a dependent variable related to ,region'
and later an independent variable when its impact on politicaI involvement is anaJ.ysed.
The propositions t.o be tested by this study are as folIows:

1) Different pol-itical cuLture types exist in different
proporLions in different regions. This indicates differing
political cultures between these regions. The greater the
degree of 'modernihy' the greater the sense of efficacy and
therefore thè greater the proportion of 'supporters' and
'critics'.

8-

2) Class consciousness wiIl be found to be greater in
modern regions, where we see a greater 'c1ass' cleavage in
terms of voting behaviour (according to Jenson's work dis_
cussed below) and therefore a greater awareness among the
respondents of their'class'
situation,
3) 'Critics'
will be most class conscious foLlowed
'supporters', bhe 'disaffected' and the ,deferentials',

by

4) While high 'objective' class status respondents may be
more involved than those with a lower status a1Ì groups wiJ.l
be more involved if they are 'subjectively' class conscious,
regardless of their culture type.
5) Class consciousness is strongly linked to active rath_
er than passive involvement.
6) The highest proportion of cLass conscious respondents
will be found among the 'working class' as defined by 'objectivet indicators.
7) There will be a strong correlation between this class
consciousness and labour union membership.
8) Greatest involvement wilt be found among 'critics'
'supporters' in'modern' regions.
Having outlined the basis for

and

this study and presented
the propositions to be tested the remainder of this chapter
will examine the concepts and methodology used in lhe analy_
sis of these propositions.

-9-

The development of the concept of poJ,itical

culture is

largely a product of an increased prominence of behaviouralism and research methodology beginning in lhe period following the war. The originator of the term 'political culture', Gabriel A. Àtmond, has defined it as ,'lhe pattern of
individuaL attitudes and orien!ations to!¡ards pol,itics among
the members of a pol.itical system,,.5 These individual orientations could, according to Almond, be split into three components: cognitive orientations, which consist of knowtedge
of political objects and beliefs;
affective orientations,
made up of feelings of attachment, involvement, rejection
and the like concerning political objects; and, evaluative
orientations, which refer to judgements and opinions about
political objects.
Political culture can be seen to have a descriptive as
well as an explanatory role, I! also serves to "highJ.ight
distinclions between political attitudes and values on Lhe
one hand and general culturaL values on the other,'.6 this is
an importanC distinction Lo understand, since poliLical cuIture studies, particularly those on Canada have a tendency
to concentrate on more general cultural values, Ho!¡evèr, the
s cabriel A. ÀLmond and G. Bingham powell, ComÞarative politics:-À PevelopmenLal Approaéh. (nostón-iìTTTel-i-rown c
co. 1960). p.50.
6 Lucien
in Stephen H. UIlman, 'Regional politifye, cited
caI Cultures
I n Canada :
À theoret ical and conceptual
in!roduction.' in Richard Schultz, Orest M. Kruhlak, and
John C.Terry, The C?nadian politicaL proceas. (Toronto:
Holt, Rinehart and winston Of Canaaa Lta. ¡ra ea. 1979).
Chapte r '1 .
10

content i on of

this study is that. poJ-itical culture is an
important concept that can be cJ.early defined and r i gorously

appl i ed .

The studies of Almond and Verba,T and of Simeon and
Elkinss have taken three sets of attitudes as being the
"imporlant components of most definibions of politicat cu1ture".s These are 'trust', 'efficacy' and 'involvement'. In
other words political cul,ture is determined by "the exEent
to which citizens trust the government, by whether they feet
a sense that the government is important in their lives and
by the extent to which they f eeJ- they can influence it".1o
There are,
however, some fundamental differences between
these two studies. For Almond and Verba the orientations
mentioned above are the basic components of political cul_
ture, Simeon and El_kins differ in that lhey see !rust, efficacy and involvement "as attitudes that may be explaíned by
culture or by other factors,,.r1 It is the intention of this
study to parallel lhal of Almond and Verba, and to work with
their much narro!¡er concept of political culture, To do so
Àlmond and Verba, The

Civic Culture,
AII references to Simeon and Elkins are taken from 'The
Regional PoliticaI Cultures' reprint.ed in, SchuItz, Kruh1ak,__and Terry_, $rs Canadien political process. Chapter
2. UnIess other$'ise
stated page n r.unòei s---iã f e r to ii,is
f ext.
e Simeon and EIkins; 'The Regional politicaL CuJ-tures.' p.
16

to
11

Ibid.
Ibid.

p. 16.
p. tb.

- 11 -

to allovr a clear distinction to be made between political cuLlure and the broader cultural factors lrhich may
expl-ain. it.12
seems

It must be borne in mind that in the late 1950's and early 1960's when the 'Civic Culture' study was being conducted
there was a general acceptance among political scientists,
particularly in North America, of the 'end of ideology theory', One student of political culture claims that it was
"assumed that the Àng1o-Àmerican state was as efficient,
responsi.ve, and democratic as it could be,'.13 The prominence
of 'behaviouralism' with it's focus on empiricaJ. political
behaviour rather than on the role or impact of the state or
on political ideoLogies increased the avenues of examination
of this assumpÈion. Furthermore Àlmond and Verba developed
an 'ideal' political or 'civic'
culture which depended on a
"particular balance of participation,
deference and apathy". t a Deviations from !his political cuLtural norm were
seen to be the result of an individual's own personality
rather than disaffection among particular groups. The
t2

t3

14

This study is concerned with attitudes towards the federal level of government. However, it is imporLant to note
that respondents' attitudes toh'ards the provincial tier
of government might be quite different. Seè, for example,
Richard Johnston, public Opinion Ànd pubÍic poticv fÁ
Ca nada : Oue s t i on s S!. çg¡lTdS!ç_C,- ( ro ronl o : i¡n i vãiãTtî õ?
Toronto Press, 1986. ). Chapter 2.
PauI Nesbitt-Larking. ' Tor¡ard A New Methodology For The
Study Of PoIitical CuIture.' paper presented to ihe Canadian PoIiticaI Science Àssociation Annual Conference At
Windsor University. 1oth June 1988. p.9
Ibid. p.9

-12-

rationale for these kind of assumptions was a belief that
the institutions of !he potiticaL process v¡ere equally
accessibfe to all.
In other words Almond and Verba drew a
very big distinction between society and politics.
À return
in the 1960's to the belief that perhaps all was not well
with Àmerican society after aIL Ied to the refutation of
many of Almond and Verba's assumptions in par!icular their
lack of acceptance that people's experiences in society as a
whole had an impact on their altitudes, va]ues and beliefs
regarding the political process specifically.
This strict demarcation between society and the poJ-itical
process is a major point with which Simeon and Elkins take
issue . This dispute raises the serious question of the
"causal significance of cultural variables"ls which Simeon
and Elkins cLaim has never realty been properly addressed.
Àlmond and Verba merely say tha! the 'civic culture' is
"congruent with" democratic potitical life.16 However Simeon
and Elkins argue that it is implicit in the work of ALmond
and verba that the political culture is formed by extrapolitical socialization processes such as those of the family or the education system, and that in its turn political
culture shapes the political life of a society. It is, however, quite feasible to maintain that the causal arrow runs
the other way. Brian Barry makes this point:
t5 Simeon &
16

Elkins,

PoliticaL Cultures' . p.16
See Àlnond and Verba, The Civic Culture, p.493
- 13 _
'The Regional

Might one not argue !hat a 'democratic' politica).

culture - such as the 'civic culture' - is the
gll9ç! of 'democratic' institutions? The prima
facie case for saying this is not without fórce.
If you ask people whether they expect to get fair
treatment from civil servanls or whether they
fhink they coutd do anything about changing añ
unjust government regulation it is possible-that
their replies add up to a fairly reatistic assessmen! of the actual state of affairs,..,r7
Later in the same work, Barry offers a third, more plausibl-e, type of relationship;
circularity or interaction.
Again using Almond and Verba's study as an example Barry
says I'surely one would expect support both to effect and be
effected by the performance of the reÇimg". t8
The concern of this study with the above argument regards

its intention to examine !he effects of 'region' and, more
particularly,
'cIass' on the political culture of Canada.
Simeon and Elkins claim regionaLism is a pre-eminen! fact of
Canadian life and their work has been aimed at discovering
whether the regions of Canada differ in some 'basic orientations' to politics. Differences in these orientations could
only be seen as politicaL cultural differences if they could
not be accounted for by such variables as personaì.ity characteristics, socio-economic and demographic fac!ôrs and, as
menLioned above, 'real' differences in the political authorities and systems of the various regions. 'Class' was a control variable expected to offer a non- political,
cultural,
possibility for a reduction of in!er-regional variaLion.
1?

t8

Barry, Soçioloqists, Economists and Dèmocracy.
9rl?n
(Chicago: University Of Chicago press. 1978). p,51Ibid,, p 95
- t4 -

Their analysis "shows that cLass and education especiaìty
have a strong and independent effect on the basic orientations of citizens".ls However 'cLass' is not significant in
terms of its impact on political cuLture; rather poLiticaJ.
culture is seen to be those regional differences which
remain once variables such as 'class' have been controlled
It is on this point that this thesis differs from the
v¡ork of Simeon and El-kins. It is the aim of this study to
show that the regions of Canada exhibit evidence of differenL political cuLtures, measured using the proportion of the
different culture types in each one and more importantLy, to
analyse the impact !hat 'c1ass' has on variations in these
political cultures. The emphasis in the tatter component is
the effect of class on levels of invoLvemenl.
Nonetheless, because it is recognized that polilical

cuItures are the resuLt of wider societal characteristics
wider in fact than the narroe socialization causes posited
by Almond and Verba - iL is necessary to look at certain of
these characteristics and at the putative causaL linkages
betr¡een these poliÈica1 cultures and political
behaviour
(see fig.1). The second chapter will examine the different
regions, which for the purposes of this study means the different provinces, in terms of their social, economic, and
cultural attributes.
Using Figure.l as a f rame¡,¡ork the
analysis will 'fi11 in' Ievels 1, 2, and 3, thereby allowing
1s Simeon and EIkins; rRegional political
- t5 -

Cultures'.
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us to offer explanations for dif fer ing political behaviour
(measured in terms of 1eve1s and types of involvement
)

between the provinces.

Àlthough Figure 1 is presented

a good diagrammat ic explanation of causal linkage, '1eveI 2' is largely immaterial in
the context of this study.
as

It has been stated that it is the intention of this the_
sis to devise a methodological framework to examine the
relationship between social class and region and levels of
involvement in politics. The daha for this analysis is drawn
from the 1984 Canadian ELection Study. 2o Nonetheless, there
is to be reliance on previous studies and this section
offers an explanation as to why certain methodotogical.
aoproaches were taken and why some concepts from the exist_
ing liLerature reere utiLized.
In explaining the rationale for this study use was made
of the influential works of Simeon and Elkins and John Wil_
son. Elements of bôth of these studies have been incorporat_
ed into this work. While this lhesis sLeers cIear, for the
main part, of party systems and voting behavíour nonetheress
WiLson's argument that Canada in fact has 1.1 party systems,
10 provincial and 1 federal has been adopted.
His study
aLso provides the basis for the assumption that provinces

provide lhe basic boundaries of our 'regions' because they
are structured by means of their political institutions.
study was conducted by R.D. Lambert,
'o J.E.
Tti" Curtis,
B.J, Kay and j.tt. wilson.
- tb -

S.D.

Brown,

r'lgure l.
A Conceptual Framework for the
Analys i s of Regional Political
Cultures.

Source: Stephen H. UIIman, "RegionaI political CuLtures in
Canada: A Theoretical and Conceptual Introduction",
In Schultz, et aI., qp cit., p. 5.
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Àccording to wilson, Canada has 10 provincial political
systems which have developed, over time, into 10 political

cul-tures. His argument is that ',dif ferent political syslems
will have differen! potiticaL cultures if for no other rea_
son than that different governments may make different rules
and regulations even for the same kind of sociaL and econom_
ic conditions". 2 1 This thesis shares wilson,s assumption
!hat rather than there being an independent causal relation_
ship between political behaviour and political culture both
are determined by the stage of economic development of each
system, which is linked to the geographic, demographic and
other factors outlined in Chapter 2, and by the elite activ_
ities implied in the above guotation.
Wilson chooses to examine the development of Canada,s
provinciat party systems as a measure of political develop_
ment, aJ.though he acknov¡Iedges that the condition of any
number of elements of the political system couLd be used for
this purpose. Jane Jenson, for example, provides another
measure for anaLysing the political development of the Cana_
dian provinces.22 In her view, the type of cleavage along
which poì.itica1 party support is organized is effected by
the levef of deveLopment. party support is likely !o be
organized along 'cLass' lines in modern provinces or along
religious or ethnic lines in 'traditional' provinces. tt is
21

Ibid., p.

440.

Jane Jenson, 'party Systems' .
cial Systems. Chapter 9.
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in

BeIJ-amy

et al-. , provin-

from Jensen's study that the Iabels, 'modern' ,
a1' and 'traditional' are taken.

,transition-

Although this thesis is to concentrate on level-s of
political involvement, use has been made of the studies of
Wilson and Jenson. Their categories of 'traditionaf,,
'transitional' and 'modern' (Jenson) or 'developed' (WiIson) are
useful for the purposes of this study. The work of Wilson
and Jenson helps to show the level of development of each
province. In turn this provides a means of identifying those
areas of Canada in which greater cfass consciousness and
invoLvement r.rou l d be expected.
One of the most significant ways in which this study
relies on the work of Siineon and Elkins is that the politica1 typologies which they created provide the basic framework for the interpretation of pol,itical culture used here,
The proportions of each cult.ure type apparent in each province are taken to indicate the polilical culture of that
province. PoIi!ical involvement, as the dependenh variabl-e
is measured separateLy using a number of different indicators.
The political

culture typology was created by combining a
number of existing variabLes relating to 'trust' to create a
new 'Trust' variable and crosstabulating it with a similar
new variable relaling to 'efficacy'.
The culture types are
determined by the Ievels of 'trust' and 'efficacy' exhibited
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by the respondents. The four categories are as f ol-lows: The
'supporters' are those respondents Ìrho bolh trust the government and have a high sense of efficacy;
the 'deferential-s' trust but have a Low sense of efficacy or non at alI;
lhe 'critics' are those who do not trust the government but
do have a sense of efficacy; and the 'disaf fecteds' r,¡ho neither trust. the government nor feel that. they have a say.
Using this typology, the first step was to find out the percentage of each culture type among the survey respondents as
a who1e. This provides a standard by which to measure provincial differences in terms of !he proportions of each culture type prevalent in each province.

It ís one of the propositions of this thesis that the
more 'modern' or 'developed' regions will contairr higher
proportions of supporters and critics since a higher sense
of efficacy is expected in these regions. This process provides an inter-regionaL breakdo¡vn but it will be seen in
chapter 2 that there can be substantial political culturat
differences within provinces (see the section on Ontario for
exampte), The dataset does not aLlow us to probe too deeply
into this intra-provincial distinction.
It is not possibJ.e
to control for 'community sizer' for example, because cell
sizes become too small to allor¡ statistically significant
results. Chapter 2 provides information on intra-regional
diversity which can be used to help explain the findings of
thi s study.
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This first proposition deaLs with the analysis of the
different culture lypes by region. The second proposition
deals with class consciousness and whether or not it is more
apparent in 'modern' regions, This proposition is based on
the fact that these are the provinces where Jensen found
'cIass' to provide an important basis of political cì-eavage,
Although this t.hesis does not attempt to rank-order the
provinces, in general terms, the Western provinces, particu_
larly Saskatchewan, were more 'modern' than those of Central
and Eastern Canada. Àccording to Jensen, the Atlantic prov_
inces were found to be 'traditional' although p,E,I. was an
exception, appearing to be more 'modern'. Wilson's ranking
was similar although he categorized p.E.I . as 'traditional' .
Class consciousness is measured using a variable from the
dataset which measures whelher or not respondenLs think of
themselves as a social class member. The results provide a

simple dichotomy of those who do and those who do not think

of lhemseLves in class terms. This study is not concerned
çihh which social class respondents feel themsejves to be a
member of. À feeling of class consciousness is the attribute
relevant to this study. The concern of the third proposi_
tion is Ì¡hether certain culture lypes are more like]y to be
class conscious than others. The hypothesis is lhat the
critics wiIl be the most class conscious with supporters,
disaffecteds and f inal.ly deferentials showing progressively
Iess class consciousness. This belief is backed up by .WiI-
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liam Gamson who claims that "a combination of a high sense
of political efficacy and 1ow political trust is the optimum
condition for political mobilization',.23 Furthermore, it is
expected lhat such class consciousness will be most evident
in modern regions where, according to Jenson for example,
there is a greater class cleavage in terms of voting behaviour,
whil-e subjective class consciousness is the most
important independent variable against which to measure 1eveIs of involvement it is also important to assess the impact
proposition 4
of a respondent's objective class position.
is concerned with analysing the impact of objective cJ.ass
status on levels of political involvement. Income, and particuJ-arly, education Level, were seen as important independent variabfes on political cullure by Simeon and Elkins. It
is an!ic ipated that these variables will have a signi f ican!
impact on involvement levels in this study.
However,
another reason for the inclusion of the objective class
measure is to relate it to indicaLors of involvement whlie
controlling for subjective cLass consciousness. In this way
the independent effect of class consciousness can be measured regardless of the objective class position of the
respondents. The lhree indicators of objective class status
used in this study are education leveI,
incorne (in l9g3),
and occupation code. The recoding of the three relevant
23 w. A. Gamson , Power Ànd
Press. 1968. ) p.48

Discontent. (¡lIinois:
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The Dorsey

variables from the dataset to create an objective class
indicator is given in Chapter 3.
The foregoing discussion has concentrated on the different !¡ays in which class and 'culture type' are measured and

controlled or anaLysed. Having devised a means for controlling for region, class and culture type, the analysis of
propositions 4 and 5 involves rela!ing the independent variabLes to the different measures of involvement, Before discussing the methodology it is perhaps expedient to outline
Ehe reasons for choosing involvement - the lhird component
of poJ-itical culture - as the dependent variabLe, that is,
as lhe measure of development of the provincial political
cultures in Canada. This discussion al-so serves to further
justify the examination of the role of class on Canadian
political culture. Àn argument is made which suggests that,
perhaps, Canada is not the classless society that much of
the existing literature might suggest.
The reasoning behind the conventional wisdom which sees
the effect of class on Canadian political behaviour as mini-

in fact present only a partial and distorted view.
One of the major, cÌassic, works which found social class to
form no basis of conflict at the federal level in Canada is
Robert Àlford's 'Party and Sociely'.24 According to this
work the association of social class with voting behaviour
in Canada was the loeest among vestern industrialized counmaJ-

may

24 Robert

ly.

ÀIford, partv and Society.

1963 ) .
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(Chicago: Rand
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tries. Other r¡riters have concluded that ',one of lhe most
persistent images !hat Canadians have of !heir society is
that it has no cJ.asses",2s and that Canadians possess the
"Iowest state of political awareness in the EngIish speaking
!¡orld".26 However Richard Ogmundsen provides a valuabte critique of these and other i n t e r pr e ta t i on s . He claims thaL
there is a "causal chain from individual self-interest to
predisposition to cast a vote on the basis of class interest"27 and that lhe weakness of class voting in Canada must
be lhe result of at least one weak link in this chain. For
Ogmundsen the chain consists of four elements - stimul.i to
the class reference group, the role of class in the social
culture, the role of class in the political culture and the
outlets available for the expression of political class sentiment.28

While outlining the first
link in the chain Ogmundsen
suggests that many of the reasons, cited by previous works,

for Èhe low class vote in Canada in reality present a mixed
viev and that some factors, such as high unemployment, vu1nerability to fluctuaÈions in foreign trade, relatively low
Ievels of occupational mobility and a deferential, closed
25

26

John Porter, The VeE!iça1 Moçaic,
of Toronto Press. 1965). p.3.

(Toronto: UniversiLy

Ian Adams, WiIliam Cameron, Brian HilI and peter penz,
ReÞort. (Edmonton: M.c. Hurtig. 197 1) ,
p.5.
ThC Real Poverty

27

28

Richard Ogmundsen, Social Class And Canadian politics.
(university

of Michigan . 1972j . pl 1.
for a ful1 discussion see: Ibid., Chapter 2.
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and traditional society should in fact facilitate
higher
class voting, higher even, in some cases than in the United
Kingdom. In examining the social culture link Ogmundsen uses
the findings of Macdonald and Schwartz, among ot.hers, to
show that social class is clearly "relaled to vie!¡points on
a number of issues normally related to cLass',.2e Issues such
as unemployment, medicare, taxation and the welfare state all class i s s ue s -c on t i n ua I 1y came up as issues most import.ant !o respondents. Issues often thought to be of great
importance to Canadians such as ethnic relations, national
unity, and religious and moral problems were barely mentioned. In other words !he class-related nature of Canada's
sociaL culture r¡as found Eo be quite 'normaL' by Western
industrialized nations' standards with class issues obviousIy rnore pertinent to Canadians than regional, ethnic and
religious issues. However this argument is weakened somewhat by the lack of an explanation as to whether economic
concerns are related to a sense of class identity.
The third Iink in Ogmundsen's chain, political

culture is
also reckoned !o be 'r,¡ell- able to supporl class potitics'.
In this instance political culture is measured in terms of
political class preferences. Respondents were asked to
evaluate parties using a scale of 1 to 7 depending on v¡hether a party was 'for the middle class' or 'for the working
class' and then !o place their 'ideal' party on this scale.
this 'ideal' position came out at 4.58 on the 1to 7 sca1e,
2s Ibid., p.24
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that is slightl-y to!¡ards the 'working class' end of the
spectrum. Àmong the middle class the ideal position is about
4 and among the working class about 5, In other words:
Class position is found to be systematically
related to poLiticat ctass preferencås in ihÀ-rãí
one v¡ould expect in a country whose political culi
ture is capabJ.e of supporting cì.ass bolitics.¡o
concludes that his 'weak link', the determining
factor in Canada's minimal class voting behaviour, is lhe
Ogmundsen

classless nature of the country's main poi.ilical parties,
Furthermore, evidence tends to suggest that eLite activi_
ties, in this case party platforms, determine mass behaviour
rather than the ôlher way around.31 The authors of The
Àmerican Voter sum up this argument most succinctly:
The class-oriented voter, to ac! in accordance
with his class position,
must perceive that ãiiI
ferences exist between the parties that are
rå1À_
vant to class interests
.,However attentive
the class oriented voter may be,
differencei
that he can-perceive are limjted bythe
the di""r;;;¿;
that actually exists between the pãsitio"" ;i-;;;_
pet in9 parties.
Àlthough Canada does have smaller class-oriented parties
they have no! provided a credible alternative choice at the
national level since they have not been perceived as having
a chance of forming the government.33
3o

Ibid., p.31.
31 For further evidence see, Ogmundsen,
Ibid,, Chapter 3
tt olq'.r1. CampbelJ-, philip Converse, warren MiIler,
and Don_
ald Stokes. The American voter,- (New york: wiÍey.
igãði.
p.364
33 This argument can

also be applied in a broader sense. It
is possibì.e to argue that the compet
i t iveness of the
pol i t ical system cãn influence feelings of trust
and
_26_

These arguments, while suggesting a genuine role for
social class in Canadian politics , also serve to highlight
some of the problems in the study of class and voting,
Returning to the causal arrow issue r¡hich was raised earLier
in this chapter, does the politicaL culture determine parti_
san political behaviour at either the mass or the elite lev_
el or is lhe culture formed by etite activity? The difficul_
ty in answering this question prompted this study to
concentrate on political involvement in a non-partisan form.
ÀLthough the circular relationship between politicaL culture
and elite activity
is discussed in the concì.uding section,
for the purposes of thís study it is more important to
assess the broader hislorical factors that give rise to the
poLitical cul-tures and the political systems in each prov_
ince, As a descriptive tool political culture is necessarily a comparative concept and lhese levels of involvement
(and how they are related to class consciousness) are
intended to show the comparative stages of development of
the di f ferent provinces.

It is the fourth proposition of this thesis that while
respondents with a high objective class stâlus may be more
involved than those with a loner status all groups wiìl be
more involved if they are subjectiveLy cLass conscious,
efficacy. -Lo!g periods of government by one party may
lead to a decline in trust_and efficacy among supportèrs
of the other parties. Similarly, it -is poõsiUiã for å
party to attain office whil-e remaining unpõpular in cer_
tain regions of the country which, agãin, inay lead to a
grov¡th in disaffection in those areas]
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regardless of their culture type, This proposition is tested
by crossLabuJ.ating the ner+ly created objective class vari-

able by each of the involvement variables and controlling
for the cfass consciousness variable. The variables which we
have taken as being indicators of involvement are numerous
and are shown in Àppendix 1. They can be sp].it into distinct
groups. Some of the indicators are explicitLy political and
refer to such things as 'attention to politics generally'.
Some of these variabLes we have deemed to be indicators of
'passive' invoLvement while others such as 'attend political
meeting/ratly' tend to suqgest a more 'act i ve' type of
involvement. À third group of variables represent less
explicitly potitical invoLvement such as 'pubì.ic interest
group membership' or,neighbourhood organization member_
ship'. This latter group may be either 'active' or 'passive'
depending on how involved a respondent is,

It is expected that results will indicate higher leveIs
of active political
invol-vement among those r,¡ith a hiqh
sense of efficacy (supporters and critics)
particularly in
the 'modern' regions and among the class conscious respondents. Again the expectation is that the Critics will be the
most involved because of what Gamson calls their ,'belief
that influence is both possible and necessary',.34 The Supporters will also be involved though we predict that their
'trusting' characteristic may mean thab they see less need
to be too involved. Cl,ass conscious supporters are more
3a Gamson, Po!¡er And

Discontent., p.48
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likely to be ôctively involved as they see a collective
interest to protect. Among the less crass conscious more
self-interest or localized issues may be of importance lead_
ing to involvement in less explicitly political !¡ays
neighbourhood and community schemes for example. SimilarLy

the low efficacy groups (deferentials and disaffecteds)
r+hi Le less ì.ikely to be potitically
active may, as a result
of either class consciousness or a hiqh objective class
position (both of which are more IikeIy in more ,modern,
regions), be more inclined to be involved in less overtly
polieical ways than would members of lhe same cuLture type
r,¡ho lack a class consciousness or who reside in a more ,tra_
ditional' region.
The variabLe concerning labour union membership, while
related to the invoLvement variabl.es, is to be treated quite

separateJ'y' Membership of a rabour union is berieved to be
delermined, at least to some extent by objective class posi_
tion, particul-arly one's occupation. In its turn such mem_
bership fosters class consciousness and a greater avrareness
of one's subjective class position. Therefore, in analysing
proposition 7, a strong correlation between class conscious_
ness and labour union membership is anticipated.
For these
reasons labour union membership is not treated as a depen_
dent variable. Such membership is deemed to be an influence
on, rather than an example of, political invol.vement.
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Drawing on t.he coniention that labour union membership

fosters class consciousness, primarily among the working
class, the argument is that the highest proporlion of those
who are class conscious is to be found among the working
class objectiveì-y defined, This assertion can be tested by
crosstabulating the subjective class variable with the
object i ve class indicator.
TesLing these propositions necessitates an analysis of
the cul,ture types by the involvement variables whiLe con-

trolling for region, The argument here is that greater
involvement correfates with greater class consciousness,
that this greater class consciousness will be more apparent
in the 'modern' Õr 'developed' regions and that because of
this we will also see a higher sense of efficacy (more supporters and critics) in these regions. By the same token we
expect to find less involvement among those culture lypes
r,rhich Lack a sense of efficacy, and that this phenomenon
will be most prevaLent in the regions where social ctass is
of lesser import.ance to the political culture.
while the thesis concentrates on the level of development
of the regional political cultures, measured in terms of
Levels of class consciousness and involvement, it is also
believed that the findings may have implications for the
federal politicaì. parties. It has already been argued in the
works of Barry, Wilson and Ogmundsen, that the causal link
between political
culture and voting behaviour is unclear,
30

circular and subject to many external variables, such as the
choices offered to the electorate through Lhe political parties.
For these reasons the study has avoided relating
politicaL culture to parLisan voting behaviour, However it
is likeì.y that any growth in efficacy,
and therefore
involvement, could have an important bearing on the 'brokerage' style of Canadian politics.
EIkins found that supporters and deferentials
were considerabJ-y more likely to vote Liberal than Here the
other two culture types and that critics were more likely to
vote N.D.P.3s I f simil-ar results are reflected in the evidence, and the assumptions regarding the higher rates of
supporters and critics in 'modern' regions prove accurate
then the Liberals and the N,D.P, shoutd be prominent in
these regions. If it is assumed, as it certainl.y is by Wi1son and Jenson, that all provinces are at ]east. moving,
albeit at varying rates, to!¡ards a 'modern' or 'developed'
stage, then logicaJ-1y a sense of class consciousness and
greater levels of involvement should be the pattern of the
future. This suggests an electorate more cognisant of poLitical issues (passive involvement) and increasingJ,y made up
of people like1y to pursue lheir own specific interests perhaps through less overtly political forms of involvement interest group or labour union activity for example.
Sirneon and

3s Simeon and EIk ins; 'Reqional
Schultz et aI. p.26

PoI i t

ical CuLtures'

.
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In the liqht of Ogmundsen's data which suggest that class
issues are most salient to Canadians, and given that this
thesis assunes greater involvement to be linked to class
consciousness, it is possible to hypothesize that cLass ori_
ented demands r'¡i rr increase. whether erite activity wirr.
respond to this and parties r+irr become more cLass-based or
whether the brokerage parties will close ranks and continue
to blur the class issue is a matter of pure conjecture.
Nonetheless, if the propositions hold true the federal par_
ties may find themselves under pressure and obliged to
accommodate new interests, as has been the case for the pro_
vinciaL parties in the more 'modern' provinces. Indeed it is
this development that underpins wilson's study. However it
is not anticipated that the results of this study wilL shor+,
class consciousness to have such a great impact on levels of
political involvement as to seriously challenge the existing
'brokerage' system of politics.
SUMMÀRY.

This chapter has provided a description of the methodol,o_
gy employed in this thesis and an explanation of why certain
existing IiLerature and concepts have been utilized. In the
course of developing a framework for this thesis many dif_
ferent methodological avenues were explored, different
propositions examined and variables tested. However, this
chapter has dealt only with the main propositions outlined
- a)

_

above and while other findings may be reported it

was no!

felt expedient to describe the complete data analysis, The
measures of,
and methods for controlling for,
class and
region were explained, as was the reason for concentrating
on political involvement as the dependent variable indicating the stages of the political development.
with a rationale for this study the next phase is
to examine the existing literature on !he historical, socioeconomic and cultural background of the different provinces.
Because of the causal linkages problem outlined in lhis
chapter the study does not concentrate on mass voting behaviour or on elite activity. However it does accept the causal
linkages between the firs! three levels (and the non-partisan elemenls of level- 4) of figure 1. The following chapter
provides descriptions of the political cultures and the wider societal characteristics of the provinces which will provide the 'f1esh' to put on the bones of the results from the
data anaLysis.
Àrmed
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CHÀPTER

TI"¡O .

The Historical, Socio-economic, and Cultural Foundations Of
The Canadian Provinces,

The first

chapter established the adoption of ÀImond and

Verba's narrow definition of the political
culture. However, i! is also recognized !hat many different factors help
to shape a system's political culture and that leveLs of

trust, efficacy and involvement \,rithin a given region are a
reflection of these factors, The present chapter places the
Canadian provinces in their sociological,
economic and
poJ.itical contexts, on the basis of the existing literature.
This research wiLl offer explanations for the findings of
the data analysis in terms of the historical experiences
which differentiate the political
cultures of the different
provinces.

that recurs throughout the following pages is
the immigration patterns and eLhnic composition of each
region. The origins of the immigrants and the period of
their settLement âre crucial variabtes in expl-aining a
region's pol-itical culture. Louis Hartz3 6 sees 'new societies' such as the United States, Canada and Australia as
"fragments thrown off from Europe".37 Àccording to Hartz
One theme

36 See Louis Hartz, The Liberal Tradition In Àmerica, (New
york : Harcourt Brace . 1 955 ) ,
and The Foundinq Of New

Socigties.
1964).

(New york: Harcourt,

arace a worfã-¡ñc.

37 Gad Horov¡itz, 'Conservatism, Liberalism and Socialism in
Canada: Àn Interpretation.' in, Orest M. Kruhlak,Richard
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the ideologies of these societies is determined by the
'point of departure' from Europe of their settLers as these
immigrants do not encompass a whole ideological spectrum but
only that part which dominated when they left. Gad Horowitz,
who has developed the Hartzian model in the Canadian context, says that the founders of French Canada brought with
them the "Tory vaLues of lhe organic, corporaLe, hierarchical community"3s because they came to Canada before the
grovrth of Liberal thought in France. On the other hand, Eng_
lish Canada (along with the United States) is considered a
'bourgeois fragment' "founded by bearers of liberal individualism who have left the Tory end of the spectrum behind
them".3e The argumenb is that once the historical development of Europe is Ieft behind then ideoJ.ogies within the
'new societies' become suspended in time because the impetus
for change born out of confrontation is tost.
yet Canada
does have a 'Tory streak' which allows the development of
corporate, organic collectivis! ideas. These ideas when
coupled with the rationalist,
egaliLarianism dominant. in
NorLh America produce a third ideological strand of socialism.

Schultz, ând Sidney pobihushchy, The Canadian Pclitical
Process (Revised Edition) . (Holú, Rinehart and Winter of
Canada Ltd. Toronto and MontreaI. 1973). p,47
38 rbid., Þ.48
3s rbid., p.48
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These dynamics which determine ideologicaì. and cultural

perspectives are the resul.t of immigration patterns and as
such their imporlance should be stressed in the analysis of

the dif ferent provincial backgrounds.
NEWFOUNDLAND.

in Canada is the Tory ideology more apparent than in
Newfoundland. As Rand Dyck says, until very recently New_
foundlanders "have made a vi rtue of the non-marer iar i st ic
values inheriled from their English and Irish ancestors".ao
The Church and its related cultural organizations (notably
the Orange Order) have played a dominant role in Newfound_
Iand and much importance is attached to the family and to a
sense of community. Furthermore there is a profound sense of
being 'British' as demonstrated by the initial
adoption of
the Union Jack as the provincial flag when Newfoundland
joined ConfederaLion in 1949 (although there is some Irish
fragmentation to temper this homogeneity).
Novrhere

There are cleavages in the province along geographic,
economic, ethnic and religious Iines which give it a ,secta_
rian-factional' character.4r It can be argued that the eth_
nic and reLigious cleavages in particular have mitigated
against the development of an economic cLass cleavage, There
40

Provincial politiçg-Tn Canada. (Scarborough:
I:!9.Pv"k.f
Prentrce-Hall Canada Inc., 1986). p. 42.
see, S.J.R. Noel. politics In Newfoundland. (Toronto:
university of roronrõ-ÞIËiEl îÞzÐ.
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have been very few 'lef!-wing'

movements in the province

despite such blatant exploitation as that of the outport
fishermen by the St. Johns merchants.a2 Reasons for this
lack of militancy in a province that reguJ.arly sees seasonaL
unemployment as high as 20% are offered by David BeÌIamy. a3
The first
reason is that the federal governmenL has done
much to allevia!e the stress and hardship in Newfoundland.
À second, cultural reason accounting for the lack of radi_
calism is that the Newfoundlanders are inured to hardship
with a stoic acceptance of deprivalion. Thirdly, is the fact
that the communities in the province are so widely sca!_
tered, with as many as 40% of the population living in towns
of l-ess than 1,000 people, which makes the transmission of
new ideologies highly probfematic. Furthermore the governments of Newfoundland have been highly suspicious of any
radical ideas filtering
into the province and this has
largely been the result of the aLJ.-pervasive influence of
Joey Smallwood who, to cite one example, supressed the
International Wood workers Union in the laLe 1950's. A further reason for a lack of radicalism is that the sea has
always enabled the inhabitanls to at least eke out a subsistence when nothing else v¡as available, which has taken the
onus off the government. However this was only possible
when peopLe owned their own vessels and there is a real dan42
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See, . for example, David Bellamy's description of the
'truck' system in Newfoundland, in-David J. Þellamy; 'The
Àtlantic Provinces'. in Bellamy et aL., The proirínciài

Systems. p. 4.
Ibid. p.9.
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ger that capital intensive trawling r¡i11 continue to erode
this Iast resort. Finatly, according to NoeL,aa there exists
in the province a somewhat f al.se illusion of immense wealth
that is just awaiting exploitation, which he calls ,the myth
of El Dorado'.
There is little

to suggest that the organization of fish_
ing along modern industrial. lines has led to any growth in
militancy. The democratic spirit is weak which can be seen
from the paternaristic, semi-feudal attitudes afforded Joey
Smallwood. At the same time the role of patronage remains
strong although a growing role for the civil service commission has restricted this practice. The evidence of paLron_
age is a recurring lheme lhroughout lhe Àtlantic provinces
and it can have a great impac! in terms of political cuJ._
ture. Since confederation education revers in Newfoundrand
have risen dramaticatly (witness the establishment of Memo_
rial university) and simeon and Elkins found that g3% of rhe
electorate read party literature - the highest figure in the
country. Furthermore, j0O% of respondents couLd name their
Member of Parliament while the national figure was 77%. How_
ever, in terms of our indicators of political culture, trust
efficacy and involvement, Newfoundrand ranked 1or¡est of lhe
ten provinces. sixty-five percent of respondents felt that
they could not influence poJ.itical affairs (against a
national average of. 44%). The province also had the highest
number of people who felt that government was too complicat_
aa Noel, potitics In Newfoundland.
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ed, the lowest number who discussed politics with others and
who contacted their public officials.
Turnout at federal
elections has consistently been the lowest in !he country
(around 60%), lhough there has been some increase at the
provinciaL level.
Furthermore the inhabitants have a low
sense of material and life
satisfaction and are pessimistic
about the future. a s
Dyck points to

a number of factors ehich should help to
change attitudes.
These include a growing secularization
(integrated schools) , a weakening of ethnic identities, be!ter transportation decreasing isolation, a more modern economy and exposure !o U.S. and Canadian service personneÌ as
well as T.V.. It is not 1ikely that any radical political
cuLture changes will be evident for some time,
NEW BRUNSWI CK.

Perhaps the most distinctive

feature abou! NeÌ{ Brunswick is
its relative balance beLv¡een the English and French speaking
communities. Rather than develop animosity the two cultures
have existed "together yet apart., in mutual respect and tolerance''.a6 In most other rêspects however New Brunswick is a
typical maritime province. It has lhe same conservatism 45
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These figures are those of Richard Simeon and David J.
Elkins; 'Regional poLiticaL Cultures.', and of Marsha À.
Chandler and william M. Chandler, public policv Ànd pro(Toronto: Mccraw-Hi1t R!e?!õñ, tszg).
vincial politics.
H.G. Thorburn, PoLitics In New Brunswick. (Toronio: Uni-

versity of roroñTõ-Þ?ess;l 989)-!.-1 BZ.
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although its own ,quiet revolution' in the 1960s brought a
20th century social services system into being _ as well as
the same problems of economic development and has in fact
had even less success than its neighbours in overcoming
them.

There is a clear socio-economic division in the province.
The north is largely Acadian,

French,

Catholic and
relatively poor while the south and south-west are primarily
Ànglophone, protestant and more prosperous. Fi fty_three
percent of the popul-ation are of British descent while the
French constitute over 1/3 most of whom continue to have
French as their mother-tongue, Ethnic potitics have been
prominent but the Àcadian community are reasonably strong,
united through cooperatives, credit unions and their own
insurance company which backs Acadian ventures. The tran_
sition to official
Bi-ì.ingualism was a retatively smooth
Roman

one.

Religious and ethnic cLeavages tend to be of minimal
importance in the province largeJ.y because they cut across
one another. Catholicism is the majority religion given that
in addition to the Acadians one quarter of those of British
descent were of Catholic background. Furthermore both the
English and the French have economic etites who continue a
tradition of co-operation and accommodation çith each other.
If lhere is a significant cleavage at alL it is an economic
one between the 'haves' and the 'have-nots'.
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The economy is vulnerable with forestry,

a notoriously
cyclicat industry being the main primary industry providing,
in some related nay, j in 7 of the jobs in New Brunswick.
Almost 60% of. income earners receive fess than g10,000 and
only 3,5% make over g30,000. Nineteen percent of families
fall into the low income bracket and unempJ-oyment is chroni_
calLy high, the 1984 raLe being 14.9%.47 There has never
been much soì.idarity or cÌass consciousness among organized
labour despite the fact that the New Brunswick Federation of
Labour has a membership of about 40,000. The influence of
K.C, Irving on the economy of the province is substantial
and he has been able to obtain many concessions from the
provincial and municipaL governments. Furthermore Irving
has a virtual media monopoly raising quest.ions about the
reliability of ne!¡s coverage in the province.
Às a result of its

vulnerable economy New Brunsr+ick is
highly reliant on the federar. government whose contribution
'.o provincial revenues was 45"Á in 19g2_3. as ¡ figure sur_
passed only by that of p.E.I.
and in sÈark contrast to the
6,5% received by Atberta in j gg2-3. LargeLy because of its
successes in

negotiations with Ottavra, particularly under
Premier HatfieLd, the province has few specific grievances
againsr the federal governmenL and Ne¡,¡ Brunswickers seem to
have equal loyalties to province and to Ottawa.
see Thorburn. politiçe In New Brgnswick.,
vinciaL poriúiõE-¡n-cana¿a. p;j39. =.-':- and Ðyck,
48

Ibid., p.

142.
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Both the English and the French communities have similar
values and attitudes which ',emphasize conservatism, tradi_

tion, history and the status quo".4s Using the Hartzian model this conservatism is explicable in terms of the settlers
point of departure from their homeland which in the case of
New Brunswick, and vrith the Àtlantic provinces generaLly,
was before the growth in liberalism in Europe. Later 'English' seltlers have tended to be more egalitarian and democratic.
The l-ack of economic development and 'marginal work
world' means that patronage and corruption have been more
widely accepted in this province than anywhere else. This
creates an anomaì.y in the politicaJ. culture of the province
in that patronage poJ-itics, which is a necessary means of
survival, "diminishes political life in the eyes of the very
people who depend on itr,.so It is thought that the continuing increase i.n the role of the mass media in politics r,ri1I
decrease the use of patronage and it remains to be seen what
impact the Liberal landslide victory in the most recent provincial election r,¡ill have.
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Thorburn, Politics In Ne!¡ Brunswick. p.93.
Richard-Àpostle and paul pross, " Marginality and political Culture: A New Approach To potiticat Culture In
AtLantic Canada. " paper presented to the Canadian political Science Association.- 1981. cited in Dyck, ,provinc
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Brunswick does not have the political activism of
Prince Edward Island, nor the high sense of efficacy of Nova
Scotia. It has consistently been a 'subject' or 'disaf f ect.ed' political culture. According to Simeon and Etkins, 64%
New

of New Brunswickers did not feel thaÈ they could influence
poì.itics personally, 71% saíd that they feI! that they could
do 'nothing' to influence politics,
73% concluded that they
had no say in politics,
68% found it 'too compì.icated' and
in terms of 'trust' only 38% felt that the government would
do what was right 'a1l' or 'most of the time'.51
In spite of bhis disaffection and the great cynicism
regarding the future among Ne!r Brunsçickers their election
turnout rates are quite respectable, averaging, federally
74% and provinciaì.1y 78%. This seems to give credence to
Simeon and EIkins' view that voting in the Maritimes tends
to be 'ritualistic'
though !he 'patronage factor' which
incites peopte to display their l-oyalties may also play a
part in this phenomonen.
PRINCE EDWÀRÐ I SLAND.

P.E.I. is the smal,lest province in Canada with a populat.ion
of around 127,000. Sixfy-four percent of the population is
considered 'rural.' by Statistics Canada though only about
10% are engaged in agriculture,
s1 see Simeon and Elkins, 'Regional Political Cultures'
, and
Chandler and Chandler, Publ ic Policy. pp.77-83.
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The Maritines generally but p.E.I. specifically have lit_

tl-e manufacturing industry. Farming, fishing and tourism are
considered to be the cornerslones of the economy r,rith agriculture being the Leading primary industry in the province.
There is a proport ionateJ.y large pubtic sector and as wilh
all provinces the service sector is the largest employer.
The island has a small proportion of low income families and
it has the lowest unemployment rate of the Àtlantic provinces. However 64% of income earners receive less than $10,000
and only 2.7% nake over g30,000.Furthermore, employment is
seasonaf and there is a heavy reliance on unemployment
insurance benefits,
The labour movement is weak and the
P.E.I. Federation Of Labour has only about 3,000 mernbers.
The islanders are overwheLmingty of British

descent

so

there is no significant ethnic cleavage, In retigious terms
the isl-and is divided almost equally between protestants and
Catholics and there is little correlation between religion
and party preference. There are few internal cleavages and
the most important issue is provincial/federal relations
because of the fact that p.E.I. depends proportionately more
for equalization paymen!s than does any other province with
over 50% of its revenues coming from Ottawa,
P.E.I. has shared the Àtlantic provinces' values of tra_
ditionalism, conservatism and community, parochialism and
the sanctity of the family f arm. However, since the 1960s
there has been some modernization such as the advocacy of
-44-

industrialization, an increase in education Ievel-s and in
mobility and also a diversification of the economy at the
expense of agricuLture. Às a result of modernization, it is
claimed that political parties are being disptaced in importance by interest groups, bureaucracy and lhe media. Fur_
thermore, peLty politicaJ. intrigues over appointments, con_
tracts r oF publ ic works for example , are seen as
overshadowing the more serious issues such as economic
development. s2 patronage continues to be a more common prac_
tice than in most other provinces though according io Noel,
P.E.I. is moving towards what he calls clientelisms3 v¡here_
by bureaucrats repJ.ace politicians as the main dispensers of
f

avours.

Despite t.hese apparent indicators of transition r+ithin
P.E.I. it is stitl considered to have the same 'underdevel_
oped' characteristics of its maritime neighbours, prince

Island presents a paradox in that low levels of trust
and efficacy co-exist wifh a high level of invoLvement, This
province often has the highest turnout rate in the country
at the federal and provincial levels - g2% and g4% respec_
tively- and the Islanders also rate highly on other indicators of involvement such as attending poÌitical meelings,
contacting public officials,
reading about politics and
Edward
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See Frank MacKinnon, 'prince Edlrard Island. Biq Enoine^
LittLe Body'. in Martin Robin (ed. ), Canadian pioviñciãí
Politics. 2nd Ed. (Scarborough: prenE-liElEãT1;-1Þ78.I.see S.J.R. Noel's chapter, 'Leadership and Clientelis¡n'.
in Bellamy et aI., provincíaI Svstems.
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engaging in party campaign lrork. Àt the same time they have

a very low opinion about the abiì.ity and trustworthiness of
government. Despite this apparent lack of confidence, the
traditional Liberal and Conservative parties continue !o
dominate Island politics, Both parties balance religious and
regional interests, maintain an intimate relationship with
the '9rass-rootsr (a task made all the easier by the smallness of the province) and encourage ties Hith the federal
party. As Dyck says "the pre-industrial two-party system is
well entrenched and neither the N.D.p., class consciousness
nor ideology seems likely to upset it". s4
It is generaJ-Ly accepted that the patronage system is
behind the high levels of involvement. Despite the facl thaL
patronage has resulted in much government inefficiency it is
"an unusually Large encouragement of poì.itica1 participation, party loyalty and attention to the governments wishes".55 The small size of the population must further exacerbate lhis situation and patronage is clearly something to
account for in the analysis of this study,s findings.

NOVÀ SCOTI A .

5a Dyck,

Provincial politics.

p.97.

5s MacKinnon, 'Prince Edward Island,
Body. ', p.255.
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Engine, Li tt Ie

se!t1ers of Nova scotia have been overwher.mingly of British
and Loyalist stock and by the time of Confederation the vast
majority of Nova Scotians had come to agree on the values of
tradition and conservatism that characterize the Àtrantic
provinces. However Nova Scotia is considered to be the most
economically,socially and politicaLly developed of the Mari_
time provinces.56 Ðespite the typicar Maritime conservatism
evident in the province the Cape Breton area provides a con_
trast, being the only area east of Ontario to have ever
elected an N.D.p. candidate at either the provincial or fed_
eral ievel.
Seven¡y-three percent of Nova Scotians are of British
background and 96% use english in lhe home, although the
province also has a higher proportion of minority ethnic
groups, such as Germans, Dutch, Natives and Blacks than its
neighbours. Because of this dominance by the British herit_
age ethnic politics have not been prominent although the
situation of the Blacks in Cape Breton has come closest to

ir.

In religious terms the popuJ.ation is 5g% protestant while
a sizeable minority (37%) are Roman Catholic, and this has
been of some political importance. It is expected, though
slightly Iess ardentJ.y than in p.E.I., !hat certain offices
r,rilI alLernate between Catholics and prot.estants. On the
other hand Èhe issue of separate schoors had been resorved
s

6 Be1lamy, 'The Atlantic provinces.
' , p. I 1 .
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before Confederation. WhiJ.e ethnic, religious and class
divisions have not constituted serious poli!ical problems,
Cape Breton, as a distinct geographic region and as a
depressed economy, has suggesting intra_regional cultral
diversity wi thi n Nova Scot ia.
There has been a history in Nova Scotia of union and co_
operative activity.
The rargest threat to the dominant twoparty system came in 1920 when Farmer_Labour candidates

polled

of the vote and won 1j seats. However, as J.
Murray Beck points out, it is "revealing of lhe Nova Scoti.an
character that the radicalism the province chose to support
was the mildest imaginabte". sz The N.D.p. remains successful
only in Cape Breton and the tvro-party system is not threat_
ened. Furthermore, the co-operative movement Lends to rein_
force traditionat values particularly the sanctity of the
small community, and as such tends !o channel discontent
away from an overtly poJ.itical direction. Àlthough the Nova
Scotia Federation of Labour has 65,000 members they are
largely public service employees, which suggests that the
Federation is likery to be 'middle crass' and distinct from
the Mineworkers, for example. The unionized Steelworkers
and Mineworkers do engage in poì.itical activity such as
striking, and they also have a strong affiliation
to the
N.D.P, !o but this is countered by the fact that ,,many of
the farmers, fishermen, and foresters temper thei.r proLeta_
s7 J.

32,3%

Murray Beck.
'Nova Scotia: Tradition and Conservatism.' in Robin, Canadian Provinc ia1 poLitics.
p.192.
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rian consciousness lrith the strong mythology of independence
and individuarism of smalr producers". ss The traditional
attitudes of these small entrepreneurs may be more a reflec_
!ion of the dominant attitudes of the society rather than a
result of their occupation or lifestyle. It is apparent that
workers in similar situations erservhere in the country have
di f ferent attitudes.
The four primary industries of agriculture, fishing, min_

ing and forestry employ fewer lhan jO% of the province's
popuJ.ation. The province has a relatively high level of man_
ufacturing development r{ith 3 Michelin tyre pLants, a Volvo
assembly plant and over twenty industrial parks. Furbhermore
Halifax is the financial and adminis!rative centre of the
Atlantic region and the province also has many defence
installations. Nova Scotia has a higher per capita income
and lower seasonal unemployment (though still 13%) than the
other Maritime provinces. Four percent of the population
make over $30,000 while 15.2% of. families were below the low
income cutof f in 1982.
Àlthough Nova Scotia retains a certain

parochialism and
dislike of outsiders its relations with ottav¡a have steadity
improved since Confederationr Do doubt 1argely due to the
fact that it receives over 40% of its revenue from the fed_

eral' government (a figure l0wer lhan for other Àttantic
provinces but considerably higher than elsewhere).
5e Dyck, Provincial poliLics.

p.106.
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The province shares the Maritime values of tradition,
caution and conservatism and the fact that Lhe poputation
has remained sta!ic means that few new ideas have gained
acceptance. It has a def erential- political culture, predi_
lection for 'father figures, in provincial leaders, a feeling of economic despondency, and a lack of confidence. ss
Nova Scotia still has vesliges of a patronage system making
i! similar to the other Maritime provinces. The province is,
hosever, an exception in that it has its own unique co_oper_
ative movement. its high participation rate has led Dyck t.o
classify it as a 'subject*participant' culture.
There are
high rates of political activities,
such as reading about
poJ-itícs, attending raLlies, contacting public officials,
working for candidates and working l¡ith others in the commu_
nity to sofve a problem.60 However, according to Simeon and
Elkins Nova Scotia stilt qualified as a 'disaffecbed, society despite higher scores than its neighbours, For example
57% díð not feel lhat they could influence politics generally, 63% f.elt that they could do 'nothing', 64% concLuded
that they had 'no say' in politics.Nova Scotians also had
the highest percentage in the country(78%) r¡ho felt that
politics is 'too compJ-icated' . SimiIarJ"y, while their leve1
of trust that the government does what is right 'all-' or
'some of the time' (38%) was high for the Maritimes it was
lor,¡er than the average for Ehe country as a whoLe.6i
se see Beck, 'Nova Scotia.', p.200
60 see Chandler and Chandler, public policy.
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QUEBEC

is unique in that it is the only province r,rith a
French majority. At the time of the 1991 census gO.2% of. Ehe
popuJ-ation were of French background, while only 7.7"Á were
Brilish.
Other minorities include Italians, Jews, and
Greeks who are mainJ-y cenEred in Montreal. The population in
1985 was over 6.5 milLion making it second in size to Ontar_
io.
Ouebec

The Roman Catholic church (BB% of. euebeckers are nominaL_
J.y Catholic) has been central to the province's social and

cultural identity, The main employment sectors are services,
manufacturing and !rade r,¡ith the most valuable resource
being hydro-electricity. Many firms and financiaL companies
have Lheir headquarters in Montreal and much of the more
sophisticated manufacturing industries are Iocated in or
around the city. These industries include cì.othing, aeronau_
tics, electronics, pharmaceuticals and chemicals.
despite the fact that euebec's gross provincial
product is 2nd only to Ontario's, on a per capita basis it
has historicalLy ranked anywhere from 4th to 6th. In this
sense it is a 'have not' province and it receives ovet 20%
of its revenues from Ottawa. euebec's problems stem from
such factors as a relatively high birth rate ( aJ.though in
recent years it has fallen to be one of the loreest in any
However

61 see Simeon and Elkins,
Table iii. p.23

'RegionaI PotiticaL Cultures. ' ,

developed society in the world),

Ìabour intensive industry,
seasonal employment, a reliance on imported technology and a
vulnerability to market fluctuations and foreign competition. À traditional euebec claim is that federal tariff and
transportation policies have discriminated against it and in
favour of Ontario,
Unemployment has traditionally

been hiqh in euebec.
Àlthough organized labour has, in the past, been weak it is
nor,¡ much stronger with some 800r000 union members. Also
since the early 1970's there has been good co-operation
betÍ¡een public sector unions to collectively bargain for
their members,
French-English cleavage has been at the root of a number
of pre-occupations in euebec politics over the l-as! 25 years
or so. The province has taken on the responsibiJ.ity of pro_

tecting t.he 'French situation' parLicularly by broadening
the jurisdiction of the province under the constitution, the
epitome of such efforts being the election of the par!i Quebecois in 1976 and the rise of 'separatism', Through the
defeated referendum, Official Bilingualism and the recent
Meech Lake Accord the separatist movement has ceased to be
promi.nent.

Having secured lhe French character of the province the
emphasis has shifted from politics to economics and euebec
has now got a strong democratic commitment which according
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to Trudeau was lacking before 1960. In assessing the politi_
ca1 culture of the province it is necessary to distinguish
between the pre- and post 1960 periods. Before the 'euiet
Revolut ion' Quebec's poJ,itical culture
was generaJ.ly traditional, conservative, patronage
oriented, authoritarian, backward, ruraÍr"o..uft
and heavi 1y inf Luenced by the Roman Catholic
church.

6

2

During the period of 'la survivance' under Duplessis, the
dominance of the church promoted a ',rural-, retigious,

spiritual,
family-oriented, isola!ed, de f e n s i ve , s i mpl e ,
unsophisticated, French way of life".63 The role of the
state !¡as minimal and even Labour unions, farmer's organiza_
tions and welfare services came under the auspices of the
Catholic church. pa!ronage was rife under Ðuplessis, not
least when used to attract non-resident corporations into
the province, and was even more pervasive than in the Mari_
times. To French Quebeckers the provincial political system
was seen as a dispenser of 'spoils' particularly in terms of
jobs and contracts which they Ì.rould not otherÞrise get from
an economy dominated by the Engtish. They simultaneously
developed a deep devotion to partisan politics,
a cynical
approach to politicians, and a fear for polit.ical unpredictability.
By the time Duplessis died in 1959 the forces of
modernization, industrial development and secularization had
already taken hold. The Liberal party under Jean Lesage was
elected in.l 960 thus beginning the 'euieL Revolution' which,
62 Dyck, Provinc

iaI PoLitics.

63 I bid. , p. tðõ.
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p.187

in the words of Ralph Heintzman signalled a "shift in atti_
tudes towards the political process, representing a new con_
fidence in politics and poIit.icians".64 This new_found con_
fidence appears to be reflected in the province,s support
for the current federal governmen! many of whose members,
including the prime Ministerr wêrê returned from euebec. In
the intervening years euebec has developed into one of the
most advanced provinces in the country particularly in terms
of the abitity and scope of its public service and in the
control of patronage.
writings in the early 1970,s suggested that euebec was
making a "Ieap from a quasi-feudal society to a quasi_so_
cialist one, vrith Iittle or no liberaL experience". 6 s
Àccording to the Hartzian model of course this is quite
understandable given the common values of community and col_
lectivism. Wilson, ),n 1974, felt that euebec was going
through a 'transitional ' phase towards a class based polit_
ical system and Daniel Latouche among others made the argument that the Parti euebecois had taken on board much 1eft_
wing ideology.66 However, as no!ed earlier, the beginning of
6¡

RaLp!_Heintzman,'poJ.itical Culture In euebec 1g4O-1960.'
gp!!+al OÍ PoJirlcal Science. March 1983. cired
Çanadian
1n Dyck, Provincial politics.
p.189.

Norman, ' Regional and provincial political CuI_
tures.', in, DonaLd C. Rowat (ed, ), provincial Covernment
Ànd Politics:
Comparative Essavs.
2nd Ed. -õttña:
Dgpartment Of PoIitical Science, Carleton University.
1973,) p.14
66 see DanieI Latouche: 'Ouebec'.
in BeLlamy et al., provinciaL Systems. Chapter 2.
65

Doug
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this decade sar¡ a shift in emphasis from politics to economics particularly after the P.e.'s referendum defeat and a
downturn in the economy.ye! despile the increased role in
the economy for !he state and the l-arger element of organized Iabour in Quebec it can stiIl only be said that social
ciass is a more important aspec! in the politicaJ. culture of
this province than it is in the À!lantic region. Ctass
remains, according to this Iiterature, Less important than
in the Western Provinces.
Elkins studies found francophone euebeckers to
register low levels of trust,
efficacy and interest and as
such they classified the province as 'disaffected',
though
Ìess so than the Maritimes,
Federal election turnou!s are
reasonabLe and provincial ones are high. In terms of
involvement Quebeckers registered above average scores and
if Quebec has consolidated its 'transition'
greater class
awareness and more involvement is to be expected ín this
Simeon and

province.

ONTART O

Ontario is rea).Iy the cornerstone province of Canada. i! is
centrally located, has the Largest population and consLitutes the industrial heartland. It has traditionaily been

Eq _

the most prosperous province, as it has abundant natural
resources and it is close to both the Canadian and U,S. markets. Housing the nation's capital and having a population
of over 9 million has meant that Ontario's representation in
Ottav¡a has been sufficient to ensure that national poticies
further its interests,
The province is very diversified

in terms of its economy
and i!s population. Services and manufacturing industry are
the two largest sources of employment in the province. The
federal share of provincial revenues is only around 15% (ín
contrast to the f igure of 5071+ in P.E,I ).
Immigration has
dwindled the numeric superiority of those of British background but through assimiLation 86% of the population use
English at home.The province is 82% urban according to Statistics Canada. The religious composition is 52% Protestant,
35.6% Roman Catholic and 7.3% no religious preference.
Àlthough Ontario has been marked by some patterns of eth-

nic and religious politics (not.abIy over the separate
schools issue), class poi-itics, regional. poLitics and some
urban-rural conflicts non of them have ever been very divisive. Economic development has tended to be the overriding
concern and competition has been around the location of new
industries. In Iine with this elections are generally fought
on issues such as generaJ. government performance, leadership
and scandaL.
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The Province's relations with the federal government have

mixed. On the one hand federal economic policy on such
things as tariffs,
transportation and banking have favoured
Ottalra and the province's central location has mitigated
against any feelings of alienation which are prevalent in
the West. Hol¡ever, there have been heated battles between
ontario and Ottawa.67 Ontario's government's have sought to
maximize fiscal resources and, like the other provinces,
have been quick to blame the federal governmen! for any difficulties.
This latter point was exacerbated by the fact
that for a long period Ontario's government was Conservative
and the federal one was Liberal, Às Ontario has become more
defensive in the l-ight of western chaÌlenges to its pol-itical and economic power it has tended to support federal initiatives particularly those promoting free trade bet!¡een !he
provinces while safeguarding its own interests. So relations
have improved but the Free Trade Àgreement may change aIt
this as Ontario seeks to defend its own privileged position.
been

In terms of political culture Ontarians have Iittle provincial consciousness and tend to see themselves primarily
as Canadians, Às well as the obvious centratity factor it is
also possible to point to the high immigration rate and
migration to Ontario from other provinces as reasons for
this high feeling of national rather than provincial identity6t It is also possible that increased conflict with other
67
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For examples see

, Provinc ial Politics. p.268.
For a deta i led study of the effects of immigration and
Dyc k
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provinces may result in a rise in

awareness of

their

own

provinc iaL ident i ty.
There are nonetheless certain values and attitudes that
predominate in Ontario and these lend to

be conservative,

one source of which can be seen as the United Empire Loyal-

ists. Yet Ontario is not as 'monolithically' conservative
as, say, the Àtlanlic provinces. The province exhibits both
caution and reform and Wilson has labelled it as "progressive conservative".6e There is a collectivist side to the
province's political culture and areas of Ontario have a
strong N.Ð.P. tradi!ion such that it can be categorized as a
'transitional' politicaì. culture. Ontarians rank high in
terms of trust and efficacy. They are least likely to feel
that politics is too complicated and among those most likeJ-y
!o feel that they can influence politics. Furhhermore there
is a fairly high leveI of trust in the province. In Cerms of
involvement Ontarians have only ranked somewhere in the middle and this is born out by turnout rates which are 76% aE
federal elections and 65% aE provincial ones. This latter
figure lras the second lov¡est in the country,

migration see David J. EIkins, 'The Horizont.al Mosaic.
Immigrants Ànd Migrants In The Provincial PoIiticaI Culin, Richard Simeon and David J. Elkins, Smaff
tures'.
Worlds: Provinces Ànd Parties In Canadian PoIitical Life.
Troron.roT-r=ãEÍlã;, t seõ) .---EI'apter ¿.

6s John Wilson, 'The Red Tory Province: Reflections On The
Character Of The Ontario PoliticaL Culture.'
in,
D.C.MacdonaId (ed. ),
The covernment And Politics Of
Cntario. 2nð ed. (Toronlo: Van Nostrand Reinhold,

l3E¡]-

In reality, though, these figures give something of a
distorted view because Ontario also contains a marginal subculture largely in the north of the province. I t i s
described by Dyck as follows:
This is a culture of alienaticn, dependence, handouts and frustration, based on isolated settlements, distance from Toronto, poor communications
and inadequate services. The north has its own
ethnic diversity - Natives, French, Finns and many
others - and has an
economy based on exlraction of
natural resources. T o
There are many singl-e industry toerns which are vuLnerable !o
externaf markets, high unemployment, emigralion and poltution, The large number of native reserves and the isolation
of many smalf communities has mean! that f er,¡ inhabitants of
this marginal sub.-cul-ture have a strong identity to Ontario,
FinalIy, ontario is not immune to aLLegations of patronage
ancì a vast patronage system has operated in the period since
the war, rewarding loyal- Conservative supporters. However
Ontario now has effective election finances IegisJ.ation that
has lessened corporate sponsorship of the ConservaLive party. The public service, by comparison, has been based on the
merit principle longer than most provinces.

MAN

I TOBÀ .

Manitoba, which is considered Canada's 'average' province
being lhe fifth Iargest,
fifth most economically advanced,
with a balanced economy, average ethnic distribution, and
7o Dyck, Provincial Politics.

p.270.
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the fourth largest Francophone community, is most distinctive in Ehat over half of lhe popuLation Iives in the capital city, Winnipeg,
Manitoba differs from the other Prairie provinces in that

it contains large bodies of water and has access to Ocean
shipping via Hudson Bay at ChurchilL. The poputation of the
province is just over 'l million and is 71% urban. politically Manitoba can be divided into 3 main regions, Winnipeg,
the rich agricultural southwest and the marginal north and
northeast. Àgriculture, mining and foresLry remain important
in Manitoba !hough manufacturing is also significant. Hydroelectric power is in abundance and is exported to Saskatchewan, Ontario and the U.S. Despite a relatively Low per capita income level Manitoba does have low unemployment rates
(8.3% in 1984).
In terms of demography Manitoba shares many important
features with the other Western provinces. These provinces
have the highest proportion of residents who are of neither
British nor French stock. FurLhermore, having been settled
more recently these provinces contain immigrants, whether
from Britain or from continentaL Europe had quite different
ideologies from those who settled the East. For example, the
British settlers were by and large trade unionists and various kinds of socialists, those from Europe were often Marxists or social democrats while many of those from Àmerica
were also recent arrivals from Europe and as such possessed
60

similar ideotogies. These ideologies,of course, had bearLy
existed when the East was settled.
Nol surprisingly then
the west has tended to reject 'national' parly systems and
have wi tnessed coalitions, non-parEy governments, the rise
of several third parties and the decline of the Conservative
and/or the Liberal parties in all- of the western provinces
a! one time or another. Manitoba, however, witnessed more
immigration from Ontario than did lhe other !¡estern provinces which helped to instill attitudes of Central Canadian
liberalism with a 'tory touch' . For this reason it can be
argued, as it is by Wilson, that Manitoba has as much in
common with Ontario as it does with the west,
The labour movement in Manitoba is not particularly
strong. The Manitoba Federation of Labour has a membership
of just 74,000 and the largest unions are those of the public service, Manitoba receives over 30% of its revenues from
Ottawa which in part accounts for the good federal/ provincial relations.
Demographicall-y Manitoba has the smallest
percentage of British descendants outside Quebec (only 37%),
and the other dominant ethnic aroups are the French, Germans
and Ukrainians. Eighty-six percent speak English at home,
57% are Protestant and 32% are Cathol-ic.
The radical elements in Manitoba did not come from

among

the farming community but rather from the British working
class immigrants and a minority of continental European
immigrants nho formed the basis of labour, socialist and
communist movements. Dyck claims that:
-61 -

lhat the majority of working class continental
off their deferential Liberal loyalties the province consists of a more
baLanced division of c l-assesT
Such a cl.ass-based political system would, using Wilson's or
Jensen's frameworkrT2 suggest a 'modern' developed politicalcul,ture in the province, although both studies consider Manitoba to be a 'transitional' province. Àccording to Simeon
and Elkins earlier studies Manitoba ranked high in lerms of
efficacy trust and involvement and was so labelled a 'citizen society'. However, their more recen! researchT 3 and that
of Chandl.er and Chandler, suggests that the province warrants a Io!¡er rating.
ÀJ-though it has a reJ,ativeJ-y high
perception of governscore regarding polítical, interest,
ment's impact and poJ.itical discussion it ranks lov¡ in terms
of involvement and hi.gh in the belief lhat politics is too
complicated to understand and that people have no say in
what government does. Voter turnout is medium !o low with
figures between 73-75% at both levels. It seems then, that
as with so many things Manitoba has a medium ranking on our
political culture indicators. lt must be remembered that in
Manitoba, as in Ontario, aggregate data does not necessarily
reflect regional diversity within a province.
Now

Europeans have shrugged

r

SÀS KÀTCHEWÀN

7r Dyck, Provincial Polilics. p.344.
72 see chapter 1 for a discussion of these studies.
73 see Simeon and Etkins, SmalL Worlds,
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wheat remains the province's most important industry
(providing 60% of. lhe national total) there has also been

WhiLe

rapid growth and prosperity based on the mining industries
and oi1, thus transforming Saskatchewan into a 'have' province. Nonetheless agriculture remains very important and is
the second Largest employer in the province, behind the service sector, with mining third.
The population of around
million is considered to be 58% urban.
1

The manufacturing sector is even more limited
Nova Scotia

and

those of

but it is more diverse. The
province is second only to ÀIberta as a producer of crude
oil. The Saskatchewan Federation of Labour has onJ.y 66,000
members though this is not surprising given the agricultural
setting. There is a strong tradition of co-operative organizations stemming back to the originaJ. settlers ' atternpts !o
counter federal government policies and central Canadian
corporations. These co-operatives include the Saskatchewan
Wheat Poo1, retail stores, credit unions, and many service
co-operatives covering such things as child care centres,
local bus lines,
and health clinics.
The strength of the
C.C,F./ N.D.P. has rested as much on these co-operatives and
the farming community much more than it has on organized
New Brunswick

labour.

In the early years of the province's history there was a
political cleavage along religious Iines. Saskatchewan has
onLy a tiny French population and the division took the f orrn
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of English Protestants voting Conservative and the English
CathoLics voting Liberal, However since 1930, Iargely
because of the immigration patterns outlined in the Manitoba
secLion, the province has iaken on a more ideological character. The urban working class has not been as strong in
Saskatchewan as in Manitoba so the cleavage has been bet!¡een
poorer and richer farmers, with a class based ideological
pattern that has seen labour join one side and business the
other,

with good reason the people of Saskatchee¡an see themselves as politically sophisticated, Their need to col-f ectivize in the face of adversity, particularly during the
depression was aided by the dominance of social democracy
and radical populism which, according to WisemanrT4 among
others, was a result of having more British working class
settLers and fewer Ontario liberals than was the case in
Manitoba. The growth of the C.C.F. party and later the
N.D.P. stemmed from the co-operatives and as Lipsett has
argued lhere was a very strong class- consciousness and a
sense of involvement as so many C.C.F. voters and supporters
were active in co-operatives. Furthermore, the election of
the C.C.F'. in I944 meant that Saskatchewan developed modern
bureaucratic government earlier than the other provinces. In
order not to dilute lhe party's aims the bureaucracy was a
combination of merit and sympathy for the C.C.F. position,
74 Norman Wiseman, 'The Pattern Of Prairie PoIitics.',
in
H.G. Thorburn (ed. ), Partv Politics In Canada. (Scarborough, onrario: prenÉiããllãI1 J967. )-
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In terms of efficacy and trust. Saskatchewan residents
only rank in the middle of the range although they clearly
reject the idea that government does not care what people
think. Furthermore, according to both Simeon and Elkins and
Chandler and Chandler, the province ranks very high in terms
of poliÈical participation with provinciaL and federal turnout rates being 80% and 76% respectively. They were aLso
most 1ikely to participate in a campaign , contact public
officials and work with others in the community to soive
probJ.ems. These latter points are examples of the type of
political involvement which this thesis believes are important to the political culture and linked to class conscior¡sNESS.

Using WiIson's and Jensen's f ra¡neworks, outlined in
chapter one, Saskatchewan is seen as a 'developed' province
(wilson) and a 'modern' one (Jensen) in that it has a cLassbased two party system and that class is the major cleavage
for the mobilization of the electorate. Strange as it may
seem in a traditionally agricultural province, Saskatchewan
has been seen as the most politicall-y advanced of all the
provinces.
ALBERTA .

DespiÈe being a poor agricultural province for the first

forty years of its existence Atberta is also seen as ',the
home of fabulous petroleum wealth, gorgeous mountain scenery
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and smouLdering western alienation,'.7

s

Àlberla has a population of around 2.3 millions over half
of which Iive in Calgary and Edmonton. The province is,
according to Statistics Canada , 77% urban, with urban and
rural differences providing one of a number of tensions.
Others include those between Calgary and Edmonton, the North
and South as weLl as those betlreen the agricultural and t.he
petroleum industries,
though none of these tensions have
been too injurious.
Àlberta's af f l-uence is reflected in its per capita income
levels and in the fact t.hat it has the lowest proportions of
low income families.
The Alberta Federation Of Labour has
about 100,000 members which is proportionately quite low and
is thought to be a product of a generaf conservatism, government policies to discourage unionism and lhe fact that
the petroleum industries offer high wages and the promise of
a secure futureT 6 (the extent to r,¿hich this latter point
still hoLds true is debatable). The large numbers of Àmerican settlers at the beginning of this century bringing into
lhe province a populist liberal ideolgy may also influence
the lack of union militancy. These factors can al-so account
for the relative weakness of the N.D.p.

k, Provincial PoIitics. p.444,
See Jack Masson and peter Blaikie,
'Labour politics In
Àlbertar . in Carlo Caldarola, ed. . Societv And politics
In Àlberta, (Toronto: Methuen, 1979) pJBL
Ðyc
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Although only 43.6% of the population are of British
descen!, the smaJ.I Francophone influence has meant. !he assimilalion of other immigrant groups into Engl-ish so that 92%
use it at home. The religious breakdown is 56% protestant,
28% Catholic, and 12% wíLln no religious preference. There
has been remarkably Little division in the province along
either ethnic, religious or class lines.
The real antagonisms exist,

not internally, but rather
externally, in the form of provincial/federal relations.
Sources of conflict have included tariffs,
freight rates,
natural resources legislation, probJ-ems of credit and the
central banking system as v¡el1 as bi-linguaJ.ism (only 2,8%
of the population have French as their mother tongue) and
the Nahional Energy Program which raised threats of Albertan
separaEion in the early 980's. Al-berta's ability to retaliate is J.argely due to the fact that it does not receive
equalization payments and the federal governments contribution to provincial revenues v¡as (in 1982-3 ) only 5.5%, the
lowest rate in the country,
Relations ¡.¡ith centraL have
actual-ly improved since the fatl of Trudeau and the Liberals
and the rise of the Conservatives,
.1

The province has a very positive self image and its
remarkable internal consensus means that it has little t.ime
for external obstacles. This is not merely the result of an
arrogant, wealthy, western conservative ideology but is
rather a part of a longer tradition of unusual political
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!¡ith a penchant for direcl democracy. The United
Farmers Of Alberta (U.F.A.) who governed the province from
1921 lo 1935 were radical democratic populists like those in
Manitoba and in the co-operatives in Saskatchewan. Hovrever,
the U.F.À. and its successor the Social Credit party
espoused 'right-wing' populism rather than 'left-wing' populism and this is considered to be a resul! of the fact that
Alberta had f er,¡er British working class settlers and more
Americans with their radical brand of individuaListic,
liberal populism and an emphasis on monetary theories,
movements

Social Credit Has more authoritarian than the U.F.À. had
been and was far less concerned with direct democracy and
popuJ.ar participation.
It concentra!ed on an anti-sociaList
platform. As a resuft there is a lack of participatory spir_
it in Alberta and the Conservative dominance of the last two
decades has done nothing to change this. Turnout rates are
very Low at both leve1s largely as a result of the authori_
tative and one- party government. The province has rated a
medium score in terms of trust and efficacy (see Simeon and
Elkins and Chandler and Chandler) and low in terms of
invoLvement such as following politics,
discussing it,
attending meetings or vorking in a campaign. However in Wilson's terms Àlberta ranks high as ethnic and religious
cleavages have given way to an ideological one. white this
is largely a one-party system dominatecl by the Conservatives
and a free enterprise spirit the N.D.p. does form the main
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opposition force providing
albeit a weak one.

BRITISH

COLUMBi

soc

ial

democrat

ic a1!ernative,

À.

British Columbia is in many ways the most unorthodox of the
Canadian provinces, a lush green paradise always among the
Healthiest of the provinces yet somehow cut-of f from the
rest of the country,
The service and trade sectors are the two ]argest employ-

ers, with tourism being particularly important, The manufacturing,
transportation, consLruction and government and
finance sectors aLl employ more people than the primary
industries, the largest of which is forestry. The province
has a high per capita income and relatively low proportions
of low income earners and 1ow income famiLies. HoÌ¡ever the
unemployment rate is often high (14,7% in 1984),
The population of B.C. is made up of 31% British descen-

dants, 7% German, 3.6% Chinese , 3.4% French, as well as
Scandinavians, Dutch, Nat ives, Ukrainians and I talians.
Àssimilation has meant Ehat 92% of the population use English at home. Fifty per cent of British Columbians are protestant, 20% Catholic and 21% of no organized religion. There
have never been political cleavages along ethnic or religious lines.
The traditionat pre*occupation has been with
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economic development though B.C. does have its regional
cleavages, In particular, Vancouver is often seen as a para-

site,

siphoning off the wealth of other regions. Because
sett.lement ín B.C. occured Iater than it did in central Canada the Britsh immigrants at the turn of the century represented a 'fragment' of a parent society which was witnessing

increasing cl,ass consciousness, the formation of trade
unions and the rise of the Labour party. Às a result there
has been a long history of Iabour poJ-itical activity and
class consciousness among the workers, not just in !he urban
cenlres but also in the forestry ancì mining towns where the
divisions have been a class oriented 'workers versus management' dichotomy. Strong trade unionism is responsible for
t.he high incomes in the province and for the relative prominence of the N.Ð.P.
, at the other extreme of British Columbia's bipolarity one finds vaLues and attitudes emphasising individual achievement and economic groHth. Gal,braith suggests that
B.C. represents "a fragment of Edwardian Britain"TT and that
aJ-ong with the working cIass, union oriented settlers came a
Iarge class of white-coLlar clerical ¡,¡orkers ¡+ith their own
middle- class aspirations and a desire to disassociate themselves from bhe manual workers, This end of the spectrum are
represented by the Social Credit party at the expense of the
Liberals and the Conservatives which suggests a certain
However

77 Gordon S. Galbraith,
aJ..

'British Columbia'. in Bellamy et
, Provincial SyS!ems. p.69
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'populism' though not as strong as on the prairies.
This lack of dominance by the 'traditional' parties also
indicates B.C.'s disassociation from central Canada and the
federal government. Relations between the two are indifferent rather than hostile and the province receives less than
15% of its
revenues irom Ottawa, The political culture is
one of self-centredness and sel,f-satisfaction, and the continuing of immigration into !he province , particularly from
East Asia, is of peopte who kno!¡ nothing of central Canada.
Àccording to Simeon and ElkinsTs British Columbia's high
levels of efficacy and trust gives it the most highLy developed political

cul-ture of any province. British Columbians
were aLso the least likely to agree r,rith statements such as
'government is so complicated that it cannot be understood',

does not care what people think' and 'people
have no say in what government does'.7s The province ranks
highest. Õn questions of political interest,
material and
life satisfaction, and reading and discussing politics.
It
also ranked second in attempting to convince others to adopt
a particular politicaJ. opinion.
'governmenh

The great polarity

and the fact that the parties are

so

different undoubtedly provide reasons for these findings and
in terms of Wilson's model B,C. has a 'developed' political
culture,
that is a political
system with a class based
78 Simeon and Elkins, Small worlds. p. 51 .
7e see Chandl-er and Chandler , Public Policy. pp. 76-83.
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cLeavage. It is also worthy of note that this is a provincewide phenomenon and not merely confined to urban centres.
Both the working class movement and the middle class entre-

preneurs have united across geographical divisions in order
to defend themselves against the other, Às Galbraith says,

"the existence of each is vital to the maintenance of internal discipline within the other" 8o
SUMMARY

.

These brief outlines

of the culturaL settings of !he provinces of Canada are intended to provide a framework from
which expLanations for the findings of this study can be
drawn. Previous potitical culture studies, such as those of
Simeon and Elkins, Jensen and Wil.son have been discussed in
order !o provide a basis upon which to build the rnethodoJ.ogy
for this study and to give some indicators as to the validity of both the reasons for the study and of the conclusions
that can be drawn from it.
It is time to turn !o a description of the specific methodology employed by this study and to analyse the results in
order to see how the thesis propositions hotd up, Each stage
r,¡iI1 be described along with other related findings which
resulted from our exploration of methodoLogical approaches.
Any deviation from the expectations of the study and any
qualifications r,¡hich have to be made in terms of the validity of fhe data processing v¡ill be discussed.
8o

Galbraith, in Bellamy et aI., provinciaL Systems. p.70.
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CHAPTER THREE

The Àcid Test: Do The propositions Stand

!Jp?

The emphasis of this chapLer is

on the data processing procedures and the results that they yielded.
To keep to a
strict format the individual propositions are examined sepa_
rately although other relevant information which came to
light through the examination of these propositions will

also be discussed, This chapter will offer only bare expla_
nations for the findings as the final chapter attempts to
draw logether these results in terms of how they relate to
the exisCing literature on Canadian poJ.ilical culture.
The initial

proposition deaLs with ihe effect of region
on the political
culture. A frequency lable depicting the
proportions of each culture type in the national sample acts
as a standard against which to assess regionaJ- variation.
The poJ-itical culture types were created using variables
very similar to those utilized by Simeon and Elkins. sr The
variables pertaining to efficacy were as foltows; 1 ) 'poli,respondent does not
tics/Government too complicated'; 2,
have any say'; and 3) 'does not matter if respondent votes
or not'.
These variables vere recoded and a new variable
'efficacy' was created. À similar 'trust, variable !¡as cre_
ated using four existing variables:
1) 'people in Federal
government dishonest'; 20'FederaI governments waste tax money'; 3) 'trust Federal governmen! doing'; and 4, 'smart peo81 Simeon and Elkins, 'Regional political
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CuItures, , Þ.26.

ple run Federal government, .
The ttrust'
and 'eff icacy'
variables were then dicholomized into those who do and those
who do not have a sense of trust and a sense of efficacy.
Crosstabulating these variabLes creates the cufture type
('CuIt') variable. The frequency table for this new variabLe
showed results very similar to those of Simeon and Elkins,
(see Figure 2).
The 'supporter' category constituLed 25.3%
of respondents, the'disaffecteds'35.2%,
the 'critic s, 29%
and the 'deferentials' 10,4%. Simeon and EIkins' figures
lrere: 24% 'supporters', 34% 'ðísaf.f.ected' , 30% 'critics',
anC 10% 'deferents' .
It is worth noting that an ana]ysis of the separate
and 'ef f icacy' i tems produces qui te di f ferent
' trust'
results, depending on r,¡hich indicator is employed. For
exampLe, iaking the two variables 'Respondent does not have
any say' and 'trust Federal government doing' as the mos!
obvious indicators of efficacy and trust produced a typotogy
which was constituted as follows i 24% 'supporters' , 26.4%
'disaffecteds' , 11.1% , critics',
anð 37.2"Á ,deferents'.
Obviously each different indicator yields widely differing
responses even though lhey may be tapping similar political
orienLations. The decision to sum a number of different
variables to create one indicator of each orientation should
enhance the validity of the combined measure just as it
increases the degree to which the present study is comparable to the earlier research done by Simeon and Elkins.
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FIGTJRE 2
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CULTURE ryPES
s0

In order to control for region, the culture type variable
lras crosstabulated with the 'province of interview' variable. The proposition that different culture !ypes exis! in
different proportions in the differen! regions (ie.
the
regions have different poJ-itical cultures) is cJ-earIy supported by the results in Figure 3. For exampl,e, New Brunswick contained by far the highest proportion of 'disaffecteds'(537á of New Brunswickers fetl
into this category) and,
equally clearly,
Ehe lowest level of 'supporters'(11.8%).
No! suprisingly this province also contained very few 'critics' and 'deferents'. P.E.I. contains the highest proportion
of 'supporters' and the second highest number of 'deferents'. It's low ranking in terms of the number of 'critics'
suggests that the adult population of the Island is highly
Lrusting but has a low sense of efficacy.
Higher 1evels of 'critics'
are evident in the Western
provinces and, to a certain extent, in Ontario. British
Columbia has the highest proportion (38.4%) with Àlberta

second (34.2%). Correspondingly, B.C. has !he fewes! 'defe-

rents' and the second fewest 'supporters' suggesting very
Low levels of trust despite its high levels of efficacy. It
is inLeresting that the four !.?estern provinces aIl- exhibit
high ì-evels of efficacy and low levels of trust.
With the
exception of New Brunswick the Maritimes show higher levels
of trust and lower levels of efficacy. Newfoundland is some-
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Flq.RE 3
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CULTURE TYPES BY REGION
AND THE NATIONAL SAMPLE

r¡"qrna

oel'tqrE

thing of an anomaly as it contains high proportions of both
'supporters' and 'disaffecteds' suggesting two quite dist.inct sub-cultures. Less suprisingly, Newfoundland contains
the lowest level of 'critics'.
euebec's high proportion of
'supporters' and 'deferents' indicates high 1evels of trust
in the province. The proportion of Ontario respondents, in
aIl four categories, is cJ.ose to the mean figures though the
province shows slighfly higher levets of 'supporters' and
'critics'
and lower levels of 'disaffecLeds' and 'deferents'. Possible explanations for all of these findings will
be discussed in Chapter 4,
In testing the second proposition that greater class consciousness is to be found in modern regions, the item which
taps class consciousness (Do you think of yourself as a
social class member?) was crosstabulated Ì¡ith the 'province
of interview' item
The 'think social class member' variable has been taken as the indicator of class consciousness
because it was felt that a respondent placing him/herself in
a social class without prompting suggested a certain awareness about one's subjective class position. Seeing oneself
as a class member implies a sense of class consciousness.s2
82

while this measure has been employed as the indicat.or of
'class consciousness' there arã iveaknesses in it which
need to be acknowledged. The most imporlant of these is
that this measure does not explain whai 'cIass consciousnessr means to a respondent. It rnay nìean no more than an
avrareness of one's socio-economic position rather than a
shared sense of 'community', identity,
and role in the
economic system which is the marxist-éonnotation of the
term.
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Nationally 46.5% Õf. respondents said that they did think of
themseLves as a social class member whiLe 53.5% did not.
The most significant regional variation occurs in euebec.
in this province 66.2% considered lhemselves to be a social

cLass member while only 33.8% did not. cenerally the figures

lend to support the proposition (see Figure 4). euebec
excepted, the highest rates of class consciousness were evi_
dent in Ontario and B.C..The lowest levelsr âs expected,
appeared in the Àtlantic provinces particularly p.E,I.
(19,4%) and Newfoundland (25%). Nova Scotia and especiatly
New Brunswick had figures much closer to the nationaL average. These figures suggest that there is a weak association
between cLass consciousness and region (Lambda = 0.0266),
aJ.though this distribution is statisticall.y
significant at
the . 001 level .
proposition examines the proportion of class
consciousness evident in each cutture type. To this end the
class consciousness variable was crosstabulated grith the
'cuIt' variable. The nu11 hypothesis is that there will be
no relationship between class consciousness and a sense of
trust or efficacy. The results (see Figure 5.) suggest that
the null- hypothesis can be rejected as t.he figures are significant at the .001 level although the 1eve1 of association
is not strong. The proposition that 'critics' and 'supportersr are more J.ikely to be class conscious than 'disaffecteds' or rdeferenLs' is clearly borne out. Both the 'supportThe third
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CI,ASS CONSCIOUS VS, NON-CLASS
CONSCIOUS RESPONDENTS BY REGION AND THE NATIONAL SAMPLE

ersr and the 'critics'

categories contain over 50% of cLass
consci.ous respondents while the 'deferents' contain 42.g%
and the 'disaffecteds' 4.1 ,8%. The t!¡o categories which imply
a feeling of efficacy are the most likely to be class conscious while the deferents (trust only) are more likely than
the 'disaffecteds' (neither trus! nor efficacy) !o be class
conscious. Although the proposition is borne out and lhe
results are statisticalLy significant the low level of asso_
ciation ( Lambda = 0,02233 ) means lhat any attempt to link a
sense of efficacy to class consciousness mus! be cautious.
It seems from the evidence so far presented that class
consciousness is somewhat more apparent among the culture
¡ypes !¡ith a higher sense oi efficacy. Assuming that respon_
dents with a sense of efficacy are more Iikely to be
involved in politics at some level than are those !¡ho do noL
feel that they have a say, then it follows bhat greater
involvement should be expected from those with a sense of
class consciousness. The fourth proposition of the thesis is
concerned with this notion. It is expected that while high
'objective' class status respondents may be more involved
than those with a lower status all groups will be more
involved if they are subjectively class conscious. To test
this proposition each indicator of involvement was crosstabulated with a newly created 'objective' cLass variable
(oclass) while controlling for class consciousness.
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS CONSCIOUS AND NON-CLASS CONSCIOUS
RESPONDENTS AMONG CULTURE TYPES AND THE NATIONAL SAMPLE

The discussion in the first

chapter specified that !he

objective class variables used here are education Level-,
income(in 1983), and occupation status. These three variables were each dichotomized, with Labels of 'lor+er' and
'upper' class being assigned !o each one, In each case the
decision as to the demarcation point between 'lower' and
'upper' was not an arbitrary one. In the case of education
level 'Lovrer' was deemed to be those educated onJ-y up to,
and including, the high school. graduate leve1. This decision
was made on lhe grounds that when education level was cros_
stabulated with class consciousness the resufts showed that
up to the 'high school grad.' IeveL alI categories contained
less than 50% of. cLass conscious respondents. In all categories of education above this level the situation was
reversed with over 50% of respondents being class conscious.
Furthermore the 'high school grad.' category contained !he
median response. e similar picture was apparent for'incorne'. In a1l income categories up to those earning $2O,O0O
per annum there were fess than 50% of respondenls who were
cLass conscious, whiì.e almost all categories above this Ieve1 were more likely than not to be class conscious. In this
instance the 915,000 to $'l 9,999 category contained the median response. In the case of 'occupation staLus' the demarcation point vras even more straight forward - a dichotomy
between manual and non-manuaL workers. The 'BLishen Scale's3
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was examined but was considered more detailed than
required here.
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The combined objective class variable (oclass) was also

dichotomized into '1ower' and 'upper' class. All those
respondenls who fitled
inlo the 'lower' class value of tv¡o
or more of the lhree indicators were ranked 'Iower' on the
new variable. Similarly, all those who rated 'upper' in two
or more of the original variables \,¡ere rated 'upper' in
Oclass. This combined measure of objective class was then
crosstabulated with the involvemen! variables, controtling
for class consc iousness.
The first

invol-vement indicator that !¡as examined meas-

ured the likelihood of respondents to vote in federat
elections. This variable was chosen as the starting point
for þhe analysis of involvement because it. taps a basic form
of political parLicipation and as such is included in most
studies of the subject, Three variables, concerned with
whether the respondent voled in 1979, in j9B0 and in 1994,
r,¡ere dichotomized into 'yes' or 'no', and then summed to
create a new variable call-ed 'vote'. The procedure was as
f oIlor+s. A 'yes' response on the original variables scored
'1' while a 'no' scored '2'.
À respondent scoring '1' on
aII three variables therefore had a combined score of '3' on
the ne¡,¡ 'vote' variabLe. Respondents who voLed in two of the
three elections ( tv¡o scores of '1'and one of'2')
scored
ÀnthroÞoIoov. (February

1968 )
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'4' on the new variable. Similarly a score of '5' on 'vote'
signified a respondent had voted in one of the elections but
not in the other !wo, while a score of '6' meant that a
respondent had not voted in any of the three elections, The
new variable ('vote')
was then recoded so that a score of
'3' became '1' (and labelled 'often'),
became ,2,
(labelled 'sometimes' ), '5' became '3' ('seldom') and '6'
('never' ) . The results of this procedure are
became '4'
presented in Table 1i.
Table 1i.

shows that the 'upper' class respondents are
clearJ-y more Likely to vote 'often'( approximatel-y g4%) than
are the 'Lower' class respondents (77%), and are onty about
1/3 as Iikely to 'never' vote. However, i! can be seen from
these figures that even among the '1or,¡er' class respondents
90% of. people are 1ikely to vote at least 'sometimes'.
The relationship

class consciousness and voting
in federal elections is equaìJ,y clear although Iess dramatic. Regardless of objective class status, respondents who
were non-c1ass conscious were less Likely to vote 'often'
than those with a sense of class consciousness, and were
more Iikely to 'never' vote than the class conscious responbetereen

dents.

The second indicator of involvement that v¡as examined
measured the respondents' 'attention to politics generally,.
This variable was chosen because it was felt to be the firs!
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stage towards more direct or active involvement. As Ronald
D. Lambert et aI. point out,8a paying attention to poLitics

can be seen as a precursor to becoming more actively
involved in politics.
the null hypothesis, to be examined
was that neither objective class position nor a sense of
consciousness effect ones 'attention to poli!ics generally',
The findings suggest that this nu11 hypothesis can be
rejected (see Table 1 ii. ). The results again v¡ere statisticaJ.ly significant,8s Of those who are cl-ass conscious 60%
are 'Lower' c1ass, objectively defined, while 40% are 'upper' c1ass. The 'upper' class are disproportionately highly
represented among those who f ol,1ow politics cJ.oseJ-y (52,1%)
and low among thcse who pay 'not much' attention (29%) , The
' lower' class const i tutes 71% ot thi s latter
category. À
similar situation is apparent among those who were not class
conscious aLthough it mus! be made clear lhat fully 75% of
these respondents falL into the 'Lower' class category. The
pattern remains that 'upper' class respondents are more
likeIy than 'lower' class respondents to pay close attention
to politics.
The second stage of this proposition is that a feeling of

class consciousness niLI also increase one's 'attention to
politics generally' independently of objective class posi84 Ronald Ð.

Lambert et aI.
'The Sources Of political
Knowledge.' Canadian Journal Of political Science. June
1988.

ts A¡1 results presented in this thesis !¡ere significanÈ to
the 0.01 level unless other!rise stated.
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tion,
The results indicate that this is the case although
the measure of associalion is tess strong than for the
objective class measure. Àmong the class conscious resondents it was found that 20,7% paið, 'very close, a!tention to
politics, 45,6% paid 'fairly close' attention and 33.7% paíd
'not much' attenLion, For these same categories among the
non- class conscious respondents the composition was j7.6%
41 .9% ' f airJ.y close' and 40.5% 'no.- much'
'very close',
attention. À clear pattern is apparent here with a reasonably strong level of association (Gamma = 0.29929 and 0,297)
suggesting a quite definite impact by class consciousness on
'attention to politics generally' ,
The same methodology was applied to the entire

list of

variables r,¿hich constitute indicators of political involvement. Each variable is discussed separately here although
some of them are grouped together to produce the tables pre_
sented Later in this chapter. The second indicator r¿hich
was examined covered the ex!ent to which respondents 'read
about politics in papers'. The results proved very simiJ.ar
to those for rattention Eo politics generally'. The higher
objective class status respondents record highest levels of
involvement, This indicator shows high Ievels of involvement
for both t.he 'lower' and the 'upper' classes( almost 70%,
and 85% respectively).
Almost B0% of. respondents who think
in cLass terms were likely to read about politics 'often' or
rsometimes'. As expected the figure was Lower
among the non-
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class conscious respondents, dropping to 69%. Similar levels
of participation r¡ere recorded for the variable relating to
'watching political programmes on t.v,'.
In both the class
conscious and non-class conscious categories about 70% of.
respondents reported using this medium for information 'often' or 'sometimes', Objective class position had less
bearing on these results which confirms the pervasive nature
of television.
To this point the indicators of involvement have not
implied participation. The f o1ì.owing variables however suggest at least some form of action on the part of the respondent. These variables are presented in order according to
the degree of participation by the respondent which each
impl ies, The f i rst 'act ive' involvement indicator is concerned with whether the respondent 'discusses politics with
others'. Among the 'upper' class respondents 75% do so 'of t.en' while among the 'lower' cLass the figure is only 58%.
The impact of objective class status is, therefore, quiLe
significant. This is atso true of class consciousness. Of
the class conscious respondents as a who1e, 68.3% discussed
politics at least 'sometimes' while this figure for the noncLass conscious was reduced to 58,8%. The non-cIass conscious respondents were twice as Iikely to 'never' discuss
politics (20%) than were the class conscious respondents. Of
the non-class conscious respondents i.n the 'never' category
9O% were from the 'lower' cl,ass objectively defined.
These
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figures are significant and have a reasonably strong level
of association (a Gamma value of 0.32b).
very significant trend which is apparent from the
results is that as the type of involvement which the indicators tap becomes increasingly parEicipation-orien!ed so the
percentage of respondenLs who ansÌrer 'often' or 'sometimes'
decreases. Àmong t.he class conscious only 21 .6% of respon_
dents try to 'convince friends to vote the same' 'often' or
'sometimes' . The ts¡o objective classes are equally represented in these categories. Hov¡ever the 'lor*,er' cLass constitutes 64% of those who never try to convince their
friends. The 'upper' class is higher in the 'seldom' category, Among the non-cÌass conscious respondents onty 15,g%
try to 'convince friends to vote the same' 'sometimes' or
'often'. Seventy-three percent of the ,Lower' class (noncl-ass conscious) and 60% ot the 'upper' class 'never' do so.
One

lhe class conscious respondents the percentage
who attend politicaJ. meetings or rallies 'often'
or 'sometimes' is less Einan 20%. Twenty-lwo percent of the 'upper'
class, class conscious respondents are likely to do so while
for the 'lower' st.alus group the figure is 16%, Among Lhe
non-class consc ious respondents these f igures are 1or,¡er
still.
Only 16.8% of. lhese respondents attend meetings 'often' or 'sometimes', wi!h an ojective cLass breakdown of
19.8% 'upper ' and 15.8% Iower' class respondents. Àt the
other end of involvement scale 69,2% of. lower status respon_
Even among
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dents and 54.2% on 'upper' class respondents claim that they

'never' attend such meeLings or rallies.
Although the number of respondents in the highly active
invol'¿ement categories are quite Iow this is not a suprising

finding.

Of significance here is that a clear pattern has
emerged of the 'upper' cl-ass respondenLs being more involved
than the 'lower' class respondents and that a feeling of
cLass consciousness further increases involvement levels. In
terms of the respondents' propensily to contact poliLicians
this pattern continues. One quarter of the class conscious
respondents do so at least 'sometimes', while among the non_
class conscious this figure is only 1B%. Àmong the class
conscious the 'upper' class are almost twice as 1ikely as
the 'lower' class to be involved in this way 'sometimes, or
'often'. The difference is only slight).y J.ess pronounced
among !he non-cLass conscious. Taking the respondent.s as a
whole, 52.8% of the class conscious 'never' contact a politician while among the non-class conscious this figure is
62.6%.

The 'upper' class and the class conscious are more likely
to 'work for a political party'. Although the numbers in the

highty involved categories are low, 18.5% of the 'upper'
class respondents among the class conscious work for a
political party at least 'sometimes' . This figure is twice
as high as that for the 'lower' class respondents in the
non-class conscious category. The similar findings for the
95

variable concerned with 'giving money to political parties'
allows the t!¡o variables to be summed and presented in one
tab1e. This process is outlined below and the results are
reported in Table 1 vi. .
The variables which dealt

with involvement in neighbourhood and political organizations and public interest groups
showed, perhaps not suprisingly, tha! membership figures are
very low. (see Tables lvii,
to i ix),
In the case of
neighbourhood organizations and public interest groups less
than 10% of respondents in either the class conscious or
non-cLass conscious ca¡egory vere members. However, it is
significant that those who are mernbers were more likely to
be upper class and cl-ass conscious. In the case of political
organization membership almost 20% ot the 'upper' class,
class conscious group were members, a figure al-most tv¡ice as
high as among the 'lover' class. Ten percent of the 'upper'
cJ.ass, non-class consc ious respondents were members of
political
organizations as agaínsl 7% among the 'Iower,
status g roup.
It was noted earlier that these involvement indicaLors
can be ranked according to the different type and level of
involvement that each implies, In order to highlight this
distinction, and for ease of presentation, some variables
have been 'summed' together to create new variables. For
example, 'reading about politics in the papers' and 'watch
politicaL programmes on t.v.'were
deemed to be tapping a
-96-

similar form of passive involvement, that is a 1ow and individualistic type of politica] involvement. To use the terms
of Verba, Nie and Kim86 this is a 'particularised, mode of
activily tha! does not involve co-operation with others. A
score of 1 ('often') on one variable and a score of 1 on the
other variabJ.e gives a composite score of 2. The new variable 'Passinv' was recoded so that 2=1 and a score of t had
a value label of 'often'. A composite score of 3 ie. a score
of 1 on one variable and a score of 2 ('sometimes') on the
other variable r,¡a s also recoded as 1 ('often'), À score of 2
on both variables r+as recoded so that for 'passinv' 4 equals
2 ( 'sometimes' ) . Thi s process vras cont inued down Ehe scale
to I (a score of 4 or 'never' on both variables) and 'passinv' was recoded as 4 ('never') on the new variable. The
results are reported in TabIe 1 ii..
Other variables which !¡ere ' summed' together in this way
reere, 'discuss politics with oLhers' and 'convince friends

to vote the same' , to create 'actinv1,; 'attend political
meetings/rallies' and'contact politicians' to create'actinv2'; and 'work for political party, and 'give money to
political party' into 'actinv3'. (see Tables 1 iv. to 1vi.)
It is believed that these three new variables measure
differing levels of active involvement. Furthermore, using
the model of Verba et a].,tt it can be argued that the pas86 Sidney_verba, Norman H.Nie, and Jae-On Kim, participaEion
and Political Equality: A seven Narion c ompa i-IEõil---TõãñI
bridge: Cambridge Universiby eress. t SZlf. p.S+.
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sive involvemen! indicator (passinv),
the low-active
involvement indicator (actinvl )
and the medium-active
invol-vement indicator (actinv2 ) aIl suggest 'particularized'
participation, ie. largely individualistic r,¡ith Iittle conflict being apparent. On the other hand the indicator which
represen!s high active involvement with a political party
(actinv3) impl-ies more communal activity, greater co-operation among citizens and greater conflict.
The three variables h'hich pertain to neighbourhood organ_
ization, pubtic interest group and political party membership have not been grouped together as it is believed that

they tap differen! types of involvemen!. Neighbourhood
organization membership suggest.s a community type of
involvement but on a local- scale ofLen with narrow and specific aims where little conflict is tikeJ.y. Membership of a
pubJ.ic interest group may have similar traits though it may
be more broadly based depending on Èhe type of interest
9roup. PoliEical party membership is clearly more broad
based, conflicLual and over!ly potiticaJ. which means that,
along with actinv3, it is the most 'active' type of invoLvement. These categories cl-osely paraJ-1eI those devised by
Lester w. calbraith. ss The only significant difference
between this study and that of Galbra i th is that 'givinq
87

Verba

!l¿.
88

, Nie, and

p. s3-54.

Kim,

Participation Ànd Pot i t icat EquaIi-

Lester w. ca lbra i th,
Do PeoÞle Get Involved In
McNally. 1965). see, partic
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to a political parly' is seen here as an active form
of involvement, while Galbraith calls it a 'transitional'
one. Further discussion of this model is given in Chapter

money

4.

This examination of involvement has certainly borne out
the proposition that both objective class situation and a
sense of

class consciousness have an impact on levels of
involvement. À higher objective class position is clearly
linked to higher Ievels of involvement. Class consciousness
also has an independent impact on 1eve1s of involvement
though hoç much influence it has wiIl be examined later in
this chapter, One point that is suggested by the examination
of proposition 4 is that class consciousness is not evenly
distributed among the objective classes, Testing proposition 5 helps to establish this.
This proposition is that the highest proportion of class
consciousness will be found among the working or 'lower'
class as defined by objective indicators. The null hypothesis !o be tested is that class consciousness will be evenly
distributed belween the two objective classes. A crosstabuIation between the class conscious variable and 'oclass'
clearly shows that it is the 'uppert status respondents that
are more likely than the 'Iower' or working class , to be
class conscious. (see rigure 6). Àcross the sample populalion as a whole 67.5% were found to be 'lower' class and
32.5% to be 'upper' class. However, 59.1% of the 'upper'
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FXSURE 6
PECENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBJECTIVE UPPER AND LOWER CLASS
RESPONDENTS BY CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS AND TOTAL SAMPLE
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class considered themselves to be class conscious while only
42% of the 'Iower' class did so. À frequency chart showing
in which class the respondents who considered Lhemselves
cÌass conscious would place themselves revealed that 70% of
the class conscious deem lhemselves to be middle_class.
Àmong those respondents who were not class conscious but
were 'forced' !o assign themselves a social class only 51.g%
cLaimed to be middle class.
Two things are apparent from
these results, Firstly the perception of Canada as predomi_
nantly middle class society seems to be borne out (in sub_
jective ternts at Least). Secondly, and in terms of this the_
sis, more importantLy, is the fact that by far the highest
proportions of class consciousness is to be found among the
middle class rather than among the working class.
In test ing proposition 6 it was found that there is a
relationship between a sense of class consciousness and
labour union membership. The figures show EhaE 57,6% of
labour union members are class conscious, (see Figure 7),
while only 44% of non members were class conscious.
Although in the population as a whole only 1g.4% r+ere mem_
bers of a labour union the figure among the class conscious
vas 22.8%. However the link with ¡,¡orking class consciousness
is virtuaLly non exislent.
Labour union membership among
the class conscious is a good reflection of the figures for
the sample as a ¡.¡hole (67.8% are middle class and 32.5% are
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FIGURE 7

PECENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LABOUR UNION MEMBERSHIP
BY CLASS
CONSCIOUSNESS AND IOTAL SAN/PLE
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working class). It is among the non*cLass conscious segment,
where l-abour union membership totals only 15,1% of the sam-

p1e, that we find high proportions of working class members.
Nineteen percent of those who, when forced to choose,
labelled themselves working cLass were members of a labour
union. This body constitutes 58.6% of the non-cLass conscious membership. It seems, then, that aJ.though the working
class are slightly more likely to be union members than the
middle class, there is no evidence to suggest that labour
union membership is a strong impetus to class consciousness
or that i! is likely to foster political
involvement as it
has done ín Britain, for example. Chapter 4 will examine why
this might be the case,

Having established a relationship between objective
cl-ass, class consciousness and involvemenl it becomes necessary to find in which regions and among which culture types
high levels of involvement are to be found. The proposition
is that the greatest involvement will be found among 'criticsr and 'supporters' and in 'modern' regions. To this end
the 'cult' and the region variables were each crosstabulated
with the new involvemen! indicators.
The relationships

between culture type and the invoLve-

ment indicators are presented in Tables 2i. to 2ix. There is

a clear pattern that the Supporters are the most likely to
be invoLved, closely followed by the Critics with the
IUJ -
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Ðeferents and the Disaffecteds consistently less Iikely to
be involved. The Deferents are consistently more 1ikely to
be involved than the Ðisaffecteds. Table 2i., for exampì.e,
clearly shows the Supporters and Critics to be more likely

to vote in federal elections than the Deferents and the
Disaffected. while 86,3% of. 'supporters' claim to vote 'often' the figure for the 'disaffecteds' is only 75%. Furthermore, 12% of. the 'disaffected' category vote 'seldom' or
'never' , among !he 'deferents' this figure ís 10.4%, among
the 'critics' it is 6% and just 4.8% among the 'supporters'.
À sense of efficacy is obviously the determining factor
here (being the or ientat i on which di st. i ngui shes Supporters
and Critics from the other tv¡o categories) although the fact
that Supporters rank stightly higher than Critics and that
Deferents are generaJ-ly a little
more involved than the
Disaffecteds suggests that a sense of trust does have a
small impact on involvement. In two instances this pattern
is changed slightly. Tables 2vii. and 2viii.
suggest that
Critics are slightly more like1y to be members of neighbourhood organizations and political organizations than are Supporters. However these differences are smaIl and the low
cell sizes do not allow strong conclusions to be drawn.
The regional differences in involvement patterns are considerably less consistent although it is possibLe to estab-

lish certain trends. The resutts are presênEed in Tables 3i.
to 3ix.. The 'vote' indicator of involvement produced
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results similar to those apparent in later tables. Saskatchewan has the highest percentage of respondents who vote
'often' in federal elections, The high turnou! rates expecteo in the Maritimes (excluding Newfoundland) are evidenced
by the fac! that Nova Scotia, New Brunsr.rick and p.E.I. follow closely behind Saskatchel¡an. At the other end of t.he
scaIe, the respondents from British Columbia and Nevfoundland are clearly the most likety to vote 'seldom' or 'never'. Nova Scotia respondents were the least IikeIy to 'never' vote or to do so only 'seldom' .
Table 3i i.
shorcs
respondents from the western provinces !o be least likely to
pay 'not much' attention to politics. Nova Scotia and, particuLarly, NewfoundLand produce paradoxical results. Newfoundland has the highest proportion of respondents in the
country who foIlow politics 'very closely' and yet also has
the second highest proportion of respondenls who follow 'not
much at all'.
Nova Scotia has fhe highest proportion of
respondents who pay 'not much' attention while also ranking
fourth in terms of the respondents h'ho pay 'very cLose'
atlention. New Brunswickers are considerably less likeIy
lhan residen!s of other provinces to pay close attention to
politics generally.
Table 3iii.

that Alberla and B.C. resondents are
the most likeLy to read about poli!ics and watch politicalprogrammes on t.v,
All of the western provinces are above
the national. average on this indicator, as are p.E.I. and
shows

115

Nova Scotia respondents. Ontario and Manitoba have similar
results and are slightJ-y Iess involved, in this instance,

than are the other r,restern provinces. Newfoundland and euebec fall belor,¡ the mean and once again New Brunswick is considerably Iess involved than all other provinces.
TabLe 3iv. serves to further illustrate

the higher leveIs
of involvement in the 'modern' regions of the west. In this
instance the respondenhs of B,C. are cIearJ-y the most likely
to discuss politics t¡ith others and to convince friends to
vote the same, Saskatchewan and Alberta, along with Nova
Scotia, also rank high on this indicator. Again Ontario and
Manitoba display similar results around the mean score. euebec, New BrunsÌ,¡ick and Newfoundland are less likely to be
involved and P,E.I. is the least involved of al1 regions on
this indicator despite it's high ranking on others. The lower level of statisticat significance may, in some wây:
account for this latter resuLt given p.E. L 's low cell
sizes, though Chapter 4 examines other possibi-e explanations.
Saskatchewan, the most 'modern' province according to
both Jenson and wilson, is the mosl invoLved province in
terms of contacting politicians and attending meetings or

rallies. P,E.I. also ranks high followed by Manitoba, Nova
Scotia and Ontario. Suprisingl-y, Newfoundlanders are also
above average in terms of being involved 'often' or 'sometimes'. ÀIberta and B.C. both rank low on this indicator
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along with New Brunswick and euebec. Table 3v. contains some
anomalies. ALthough few AlberLans are involved 'often' or
'sometimes' on this indicator,

they are second onty to Saskatchev¡an in terms of being unlikely to'never' be involved.
Àt the other extreme, Newfoundlanders, despite their high
levels of involvernent are also the most 1ikely to'never' be
involved. interestingly this pattern was seen earlier and
is discussed in the final chapter.
Saskatchewan is also the highest ranking province in
terms of respondents who work for, and give money to politi-

cal parties 'often' or 'sometimes'. Although the national
mean score is only 11.8%, in Saskatchewan the figure is
17.4%. Like Èhe results of Table 3v, Manitoba, Nova Scotia
and On¡ario fo1low Saskatcherr,an in the rankings. New Brunsw j.ck and Newfoundland are
considerably less Likely to be
invol.ved. However, according to Table 3vi. relatively few
B.C. respondents were Iikely to 'never' donate to, or work
for, a political party, even though few of them were Iikely
to do so roften' or 'sometimes' . A reverse situation is
apparent in Manitoba. The most important result in this
table remains the relativeLy low number of Saskatchet¡an residents who 'never' get involved with a political party
according to these indicators.
In terms of Neighbourhood organiza!ion membership (Table
3vii. ) A1berlans are the most 1ike1y to be 'fairly' or
'very' active and this is the only province vrhere more than
117
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of the respondents claimed to be members of such an
organization. Above average involvement was registered in
Ontario, Manitoba and Saskatchewan while in Ner,¡f oundland and
Nova Scotia less than 1% of respondents were aclive in a
10%

neighbourhood organization.

TabIe 3viii provides some familiar resul-ts. Saskatchewan
respondents are twice as likely as the next province to be

active in a politicaJ. organization. Nova Scotia ranks second
f oll,owed by Quebec, Manitoba and Ontario. predictably,
the
lowest results were in Newfoundland and Nel¡ Brunswick,
though B.C. also ranlis low. The provinces with the lowest
percentages of non-members are Saskatchewan f ol,Iowed, though
not closely by Manitoba and Atberta,
of public inters! groups constitute less than 10%
of respondents in any province (see Table 3ix,). p.e.t, has
the highest number of respondents who are actively involved
in interest groups followed by Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
The Iolrest IeveIs of involvement are apparent again in Ner,¡foundland and New Brunswick where no respondents at alI
claim an active involvement in interest groups, and in B.C.
where less than 1% of respondents do so.
Members

Certain patterns can be gLeaned from this collection of
tables. Newfoundland and particularly New Brunswick are
consistently least involved provinces while p.E.I. and Nova
Scotia appear to be involved on some indicators and not on

-
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others. Interestingly, lhese two provinces also proved to be
anomalies in Jenson's study. ss }lhile all of the western
provinces show the highest l-eveLs of involvemen! on the less
active indicators only Saskatchewan consistently ranks high
on the more active indicators. ÀlberLa generalty ranks high
while B.C. displays low levels of involvement on the more
actìve indicators. Ontario and Manitoba produce some very
similar results and are generally above average in terms of
involvement.

The preceding analysis of the thesis propositions has
concentrated on descriptive statistics,
In order to establish which of the independent variables - culture type,
region, objective cl-ass position and subjeclive class consciousness - have the most significant impact on leveIs of
invoLvemen! multiple regression analysis is employed to
examine the amount of association between the dependent and
independent variables.
Furthermore, this technique is used
to find the amount of variance in political invol-vement Ievels that is 'expJ.ained' by alt of !he independent variables.
In the case of 'culture type' and 'region', where the variables are nominaL ones, 'durnmy' variables have been crealed.
In order to enhance the validity of lhe multiple regression
analysis the objective class and subjec!ive class variables
have been broken down into their component parts r,¡hich
allons the use of interval measure variables rather than the
I

s Jane Jenson; 'Party Systems.
c ial Svstems. Chapter 7 .
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dichotomies used in the descriptive statistics.
The procedures and findings of this multivariate analysis are outl ined below.

MuItiple regression can be explained in the form of the
foJ.lowing mathematicaÌ equation

:

Y'= ao + brxl + bzxz + b3x3

.b9gxse +

6

This equation can be explained by reference !o variables
used in the study. where:
Y' is the predicted leveL of involvement, for examp).e, 'attention to politics generaIly',
ao = the average value of y
equals 0.

r,{hen

each independent variable

br = the average change in 'attention to politics generally'
associated with a unit change in x1 when the effects of other variables are held constant.
x1 = the respondents education level.
bz = the average change in 'attention to politics generally'
asociated with a unit change in x2 when the effects of other

variables are held constant.
xz = the respondents income level.
and so on through the entire list

as they âppear in Table 4.
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of independent variables

e ='error'term;
ie, any variance in y not accounted for
variance in the independent variables in the equation.

by

The purpose of this analysis is two-fold. Firstly the aim

is to provide an estimate of the independent effect that a
change in the value of each independent variable has on the
dependent variable. The second intention is to find out the
proportion of the variation in the dependent variabLe
(political- involvement) that is 'explained' or accounted for
by variation in all of the independent variables. The first
task involves 'standardizing, the variabl-es so that they are
alL measured in the same units, The standardízed partial
regression coefficients are known as 'beta t¡eights' and represent the average standard deviation change in the dependent variable associated with a standard deviation change in
one independent variable when all of the others are held
constant, The beta weight scores for the independent variables on the measures of political involvement are reported
in Table 4. The proportion of the change in political
involvement leveÌs explained by all of lhe independent variables together is presented by the R square values in Table
5 along with the analysis of variance. Note should be taken
of the F score which reflects the ratio betlreen explained
and unexplained variance and is, therefore, an indicator of
the probability that the variance occured by chance. The
higher the F score the less likely this is.
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Table 4 was produced using stepwise regression so only
those independent variables v¡ith a 'plN' greater than .05

are included. These are the variables which exert the most
influence on each political
involvement indicator.
It is
evident from this table that objective class status, particularly education level and income level, has the greatest
impact on poì.itical involvement. The impact of education
seems to be the most significant.
For example, one standard
deviation change in education leveI is associated !rith a
slandard deviation change in a respondent's propensity to
attend poLitical meeting and contact politcians of .229.
There is also a positive, and at times quite strong association between involvement and social cLass and between
involvement and culture type , at least ' supporters' and
'critics'. This latter point suggests a positive association
between political involvement and a sense of efficacy which
is the political culture orientation which 'supporters' and
'critics' have in common.
region on political involvement is rather
more sporadic with generally weaker, and often negative,
associations. tlhere it is significantLy associated at all,
being from Quebec, for example, is negativeLy associated
with political involvement. Being from B.C. is negatively
associated with being a member of a political organization
and to vot.ing in federal elections.
On the other hand, as
the descriptive statistics suggested, Saskatchewan is more
The impact of
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strongly and positively associated with the more acLive
measures of involvement. It is most strongly associated with
the two most active indicators of involvement, working for
and giving money to political parties, and being a member of
a poJ.iticaì. organization. In the latter instance being from
Saskatchewan was the most significant of aIl of the independent variables, including education leve1.
one's subjective class position is also posiEively associated with involvement particularly voting, paying attention to politics generally and working for, and giving money
to political parties. The strongest beta weight for subjective class is in association with attention to politcs generaJ.ly, The score of .0957 suggests Lhat for every one standard deviation change in subjective cì.ass position there is
a corresponding change in attention to politics generally of
approximately 1/10th standard deviation. while these Ievels
of association are significant they are not as strong as
!hose for objective class on most indicators. However, only
Saskatchewan and education IeveL have higher beta weights
than subjective class position on the two most active measures of involvement mentioned above,
'Supporters' and 'critics' have relatively high measures
of association wilh most of the involvement indicators
though their impact is slightì.y less strong on the more
active mesures. Only on the measure regarding public interest group membership is the level of association for 'sup125

porters' and 'critics' not significant.
There is a slight,
negative, association between public interest group membership and being 'disaffected'. It should be noted, also, that
r,¡hile the beLa weights for 'supporters' and 'critics' are
similar on most indicators 'critics'
generally have a
slightly higher associaLion v¡ith involvement than do 'supporters'. This suggests that a sense of 'trust' is not a
spur to greater involvement.
Having examined the independent impact of

each indepen-

dent variable on political invotvement leveIs the final step
of this analysis is to establish how much variation in
poLitical involvement is accounted for by the combination of
all of the independent variables. The multipLe regression
procedure provides a coefficient of multiple determination,
known as R square. R square can range from 0 ho l and the
closer it is to one the greater the percentage of the change
in the dependent variable that is 'exptained' by all of the
independent variables. Table 5 shows that this percentage of
'explained' variance differs substantially from one indicator to another. For example, the amounL of variation in
reading about and watching t.v. programmes about politics
that is 'explained' by the independent variables is almost
11% while only 1 .3% of variation in pubJ.ic interest group
membership was accounted for by these independent variables.
The R square scores are lowest for the indicators on which
only small numbers of respondents were acLively involved.
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The lower values of the F scores also reflect the small cell-

sizes and make it less certain that these results did not
occur by chance though on no indicator is the F score low
enough to make this IikeJ.y and furthermore, the 'significant
F' column suggests that all- of these figures are sLatistically signi f icant.
It would appear from the regression analysis that. the
findings of the descriptive statistics have been borne out,
Social class, both objectively and subjectively defined,
region and 'culture type' all have an impact on political
involvement Levels in Canada. However the majority of the
variance remains unexplained by these independent variables.
It is the aim of lhe final chapter to draw conclusions from
the data presented in this section and to offer explanations
for the findings. why is class consciousness more apparent
in some provinces than others? why do rates of 'trust, and
'efficacy' vary bet$reen provinces? Furthermore, if these
factors offer, at best, only partial explanations for variation in poJ.itical involvement then wha! are the extraneous
factors that help to shape the apparentLy different political cultures in the different areas of Canada? These issues
are addressed using the broader hisloric, economic, social
and cultural backgrounds presented in Chapter Two.
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CHAPTER FOUR

An ExÞIanation Of The Resul_ts.

It is the aim of this final chapter to drav¡ together the
findings of the earlier chapters and to offer expLanations
for the results that have been presented. Chapter 2 dealt
with the broader cultural aspects which, it is believed,
have helped to shape the political cultures (as defined by
Almond and Verba) of the ten provinces of Canada. The demographic, economic and social conditions of each province
were examined in order to offer possible explanations for
the findings oblained from the data anaJ_ysis ou!l-ined in
Chapter 3. The propositions of this thesis,
presented in
Chapter 1, have been analysed individually in the preceeding
sections and a simitar format is continued in this section.
propositíon that was examined v¡as that different proportions of each culture type exist in different
regions. In other words, the different regions, or provinces, of Canada have different political cultures. In particular it was expected that those provinces regarded by existing literature as 'modern' would have a greater sense of
efficacy and hence contain higher proportions of 'supportersr and 'critics'.
The first

The 'modern' provinces of the l^¡est were actually shown to

have fewer ' supporters' than the more 'traditional'
or
'transitionaJ.' provinces of Cenlral and Eastern Canada. The
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highest Ievels of 'supporters' were actually recorded in
P.E.I. and Quebec. In the case of p.E,I., as mentioned in
Chapter 2, there can be little doubt that the smalt size of
the Island's population and the resulting access to patronage is largely responsibJ.e for the high levels of political
support and trust in the province. Às Frank Mackinnon says,
'(e)veryone is interested and the opportunities for participation and patronage are numerous' . so It is not suprising,
therefore, that P.E,I. also contained the Iovrest percentage
of 'disaffecteds' . It must be remembered, however, that aII
resul-ts cocerning P.E.I . must be treated with some scepticism because of the small number of respondents from this
province.

Elkins found, in the earLy 1970's, that levels
of !rust among French-Canadians r+as high,el and this study
also found a high percentage of 'deferents' in Ouebec. However, it was noted in Chapter 2 that advances had been made
by Quebec, not merely in terms of what Dyck called 'expansion arrd growth' (or epanouissement) but also in terms of
their cuLtural 'survivance' , particuLarly through the adoption of Bi-tingualism. It is possible to argue that such
changes have transformed Quebeckers from 'deferents' into
'supporters' . Furthermore, the survey data used in this
study !¡as colLected shortly after the I984 Federal election
Simeon and

90

Mackinnon,'Prince Edward Island', in Robin, Canadian provincial Politics. p.230.
Simeon and Etkins, 'Regional
- t¿J

PoIiticaI Cultures.' , p,

31.

in which Quebec had returned an overwhelming number of progressive Conservative M.p.s (58 ouf of. 75) including, si9nificantly,
the prime ttinister himself. It is no suprise,
!herefore, !hat many Quebec respondents \,¡ere supportive of
the federal government .
The high percentage of

'supporters, evident in Newfoundland presents something of a paradox as lhe province also
recorded high levels of 'disaffecteds'. One possibLe explanation for this is that, as in p.E.I., patronage serves to
keep large numbers of people interested in, and supportive
of, the political system. Jensen sees Ì,tewf oundland as a
'transitional' province where community size offers the only
significanl political cLeavage.s2 Àccording to her model the
Conservatives are more highly supported in urban areas while
the Liberals take more of lhe rural vote. The urban areas,
mainly St.John' s, are the home of the economic e1ite, and
since the falL of Joey Sma1l\dood in 197'1 the province has
been in the hands of the progressive Conservatives. I! seems
likeIy, then, that the 'supporters' come from amongst those
close to the urban centres, lhe economic el_ite and the
patronage, while at the other extreme the rural residents
who subsist in the 'marginal work world', and who are large1y divorced from the economic development of the rest of
North America, fall into the 'disaffected' category. I! was
beyond the methodologicaL scope of this study to examine
-' Janê Jensen, rParty Systems.' in BeLlamy et al

Svstems, p.
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intra-provinc iaI var iat ions tn pol i t ical culture, though it
is a significant area which ls worthy of more attent ion.
The percentage of Ontario respondents in each of the four

culture type categories reflected, quit.e cl-oseJ.y, the mean
figures for the country as a whole. it should be made clear
that this may be a result of the fact that Ontario respondents accounted for almost 30% of the total number of
respondents in the survey. Ho!¡ever there was some discrepancy between the naLional figures and those for Ontario. The
province did have slightly higher levels of 'supporters' and
'critics' and lower levels of 'deferents' and 'disaffec!eds'. This was to be expected in a province which is the
most economically developed in the country. On the other
hand it was argued in Chapter 2 that Ontario remains a very
conservative province which could account for its fair
degree of 'deference',
while the ethnic minorities of its
remole North may account for the 'disaffecteds' in the province.
Although the Weslern provinces did not have higher pro-

portions of 'supporters' they did have high levels oÍ.
In other words these provinces display higher
'critics'.
level-s of efficacy but lolrer levels of trust than those in
the East. Às Figure 3 showed there is some consistency among
the four Western provinces which adds some legitimacy to the
commonly used practice of categorizing them together. The
fact that these provinces were settled later, by people who,

-
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as lras discussed in Chapter 2, carried with them different

ideological baggage, has meant that a different view of Canadian poJ.itics has proliferaLed in these areas. The fact
that these provinces have tended to be more populist (hence
the growth of the SociaL Credi! and C.C.F./N.D.p. parties)
has led to a decline in the significance of the liberaL and/
or the Progressive Conservative party in one or other of
these provinces.
Although these provinces differ in many
respects it is not suprising that at the federaL level they
contain higher proportions of respondents who are critical
rather lhan supportive of the national government in Ottawa.
The highest levels of 'critics'

are evident in British
Columbia where some of lhese wesLern traits
are most obvious. the province is largely self-contained and self-centred
being economically deveLoped and comparatively tess reliant
on federal governmen! subsidies. Its polarized political
system, which makes it a 'traditional' province according to
WiIson, is a contes! between the Sociat Credit party and the
N.D.P. Many of the recent immigrants to the province are
from East Àsia and have Iittle knowledge of, or affinity to,
Central Canada. AII of these are factors which mitigate
against a strong sense of support for the federal government. Àt the same time B.C. has been described as a 'ciÈizen
sociebyr,s3 with a high sense of efficacy and this description is clearly borne out by the high levels of 'critj.cs'
shown in Figure 3.
s3 Simeon and EIkins, 'Regional PoIiticaI Cultures.',
Þ, 31.
-
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It is also apparent that the western provinces a1l contain relatively high proportions of 'disaf f ect.ed' respondents. Simeon and EIkins have argued that in Alberta and
Saskatchev¡an, at least, this disaffection may be the result
of feelings of being smal1 suburban enclaves divorced from
the 'dominant canadian and American metropol-is' ,sa a1lhough
to a lesser extent than in the Maritimes. Since lhe time of
Simeon and Elkins' study the oi1 boom has perhaps lessened
this impact on Àlberta. It seems to be an argument that
might better be applied to Manitoba where Winnipeg is the
onJ-y major urban centre and where nort.hern areas are rel-atively underprivileged. Western alienation which has grown
from a disaLisfaction with federal government policies and
central Canadian corpora¿e practices might also be seen as a
source of such 'disaffection' .
Àt the other end of the 'trust' and 'efficacy' spectrum
lies Ner,¡ Brunswick. As Figure 3 shows this province clearly
contains the lowest percentage of 'supporters' and the highest percentage of 'disaffecteds'.
The fact that it also
contains relatively few 'deferents' highlights a lack of
trust as seI1 as of efficacy. Provincial- politics in New
Brunswick have been described as 'parochial,
stagnant and
anachronistic' , e 5 Àny political cleavage in the province is
almost solely based on reì.igion, making it,
according to
e4 Ibid., p. 47.

ss see P.J. Fitzpatrick, ' New Brunswick- The Politics
Pragmatism.', in Robin, Canadian Provincial PoIitics.
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Of

Jensen, the most 'traditional'

of a1l of the provinces. New
Brunswick also ranks very low in terms of 'modernity'
according to Wilson's measures of industrialization and economic development. The lack of trust and efficacy found by
this study are borne out by earlier studies in which New
Brunswick has consistently ranked at the botlom.s6 Further
reasons cited by Simeon and EtkinssT for the lack of a modern political culture in the Maritimes generalJ-y, and in New
Brunsv¡ick particularly,
include the high percentage of primary r+orkers in the labour force, few J.arge urban centres,l-ow leveLs of immigration and high levets of emigraparticul-arì.y by the more modern or enterprising
tion,
individuals. Fina11y, this Lack of trust and efficacy may,
indeed, be an accurate reflection of reality as in the Maritimes the democratic spirit seems weaker than in other parts
of the country. Fitzpatrick illuslrates this point:
Neither party is receptive to the idea, so fashionable elsewhere, of popular participation in
government: par!y leadership is f irml,y of the
opinion that it should Lead. s I
Such attituCes cLearly undermine a sense of efficacy. Similarly it is possibLe to argue that a sense of trust is
egually unlikely to thrive in areas where governments a!
both levels have failed to solve lhe economic problems of
the region. The effect that the demise of Richard Hatfield,
e6 see Simeon and Elkins, 'Regional political Cultures.',
and Chandler and Chandler, public policv. pp.77-83
s7 Simeon and Elkins, 'Regional political Cultures.,, p. 47.
'The politics Of pragmatism.' in Robin,
!..:. _Fitzpatrick,
" Canadian
ProvinciaL Politics. p. 120
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and the recent landslide Liberal victory is, as yet, difficult to gauge though it would seem to indicate that Some

traditional cleavages must be breaking

down.

The second proposition examined by lhis study was tha!

a

greater sense of class consciousness would be apparent in
the regions, or provinces which have been considered 'modernr. However, as Figure 4 shot¡s, iC is Quebec that has, by
far, thè highest percentage of respondents who think of
themselves as a social class member, In 1974 WiIson argued
thac Quebec was in a 'transitional' phase, moving towards
social class-based politics an<i away from !he traditíonal
dominance of the Roman Catholic church. The rise of the parti Quebecois, which certainly appeared '1eft-wing' , is
thought !o have acted as a raJ.tying point for the 'new midd1e-class' of pubJ-ic servants, teachers and other professionals.ss Yet experience of office seemed to modify the
P.Q.s and their attack on the labour movement,for example,
in Quebec suggests that the party was less '1ef! wing' than
the Liberals.
It certainly does not seem thal a sense of
class consciousness can be attributable to a period of ruLe
by the P.Q.s. lt sèems more valid to argue that it was the
dominance of the Catholic church that fostered a class ridden society. It seems that the French Canadian respondents
sav¡ themselves as social class members in a feudal, rather
than a 'modern' industrial, sense. This may also offer an
explanation for the fact that New Brunswick registered highes see Dyck, Provincial Polit.ics In Canada.

-
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er Ievels of class consciousness tlìan did the other Atlantic
provinces, as it contains a high percentage of French Canadians, French Canadians having interpreted the class conscious variable differently to the EngJ-ish Canadians seems
to offer the bes! explanalion for these results particularly
in the light of the fact that convential wisdom believes
Quebec to be more class conscious than the Eastern provinces
buc less so than those in the West,
The other results contained in

Figure 4 are less suprising. The economically developed provinces of Ontario and
British Columbia show retatively high percentages of class
conscious respondents. The hi9h1y índustrialized and highly
urbanized nature of Ontario offers the best exp).anation for
a feeling of cl-ass consciousness in the province. Ontario,
however, is not considered a modern province, as its poJ,itical cleavages have tended to be along religious and linguistic Lines. However there is much intra-provinciat regionalism within Ontario, and if lhe presence of a strong N.D.p.
can be taken as an indicat.ion of cl-ass voting then the 'urban and/or heavily unionized'.100 constituencies particularIy Metro Toronto may be classified as 'modern' while the
eastern portion of the province remains very 'traditional'.
British Columbia, on the other hand, is more uniformally a
province which, according to Jensen, 'exhibits a strong relaroo Robert J. WilIiams, 'Ontar io' s Party Systems : FederaL
and Provincial.', in Thorburn, Party Politics In Canada.

p.

310.

-
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tionship between class and partisanshipr 101 SaskaLchewan,
the most 'modern' province by many indicators, also exhibits
a relatively high percentage of class conscious respondents.
Às expected a sense of class consciousness is less appar-

ent in the 'traditional' ,ALLantic, provinces. The percentage
of class conscious respondents is dramatically lower in Ner,¡foundland and P,E,I.
than it is elserphere. rhe figure in
Nova Scotia was a Iittle
higher,possibty as a result of
class consciousness among the Cape Breton respondents where
class-based politics are more evident. The higher l-evels of
cl-ass consciousness in New Brunscwick have been a¡!ributed
to the large minority of French Canadians in the province.
Nonetheless this province provides just one of a number of
anomalies which suggest that class consciousness has a weak
relat i onship with poìiticaJ. involvement.
The proposition that. class consciousness is more apparent
among ' supporters' and

is cl,early borne out by the
findings of this study. However, a number of caveats need to
be given. Firstly, although the descriptive st.atistics presented in Figure 5 give a clear picture of greater ci-ass
consciousness among 'supporters' and 'critics'
the measure
of association is weak. NoneLheless, it seems that class
consciousness is tied to a sense of efficacy if not !o
trust, as efficacy is the common denominator between 'supporÈers' and 'critics',
Perhaps even more importantly, as
'critics'

loI Jane Jensen, rPartl¡ Systems.' in Bellamy et a1., Provincial Systems. p. 122.
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the f o1l-owing discussion r,¡ilL illustrate,
it seems safe to
assume, although this study did not address it specifically,
that the 'supporters' and 'critics' are also predominantly
middle c lass objectively.
The analysis of proposition 6 yielded results which were

more in keeping with what one mighE expect in a North Àmerican country. It seemed suprising that in a supposedly class-

less society as many as 46.5% of respondents nationally
thought of themselves as a social class member while 53.5%
did not. Ho!Íever the results óbtained from !esting proposition 6 temper !hese findings somewhat. As Figure 6 shows, it
was the 'upper' cIass, objectively defined, who were considerably more likely than the 'lower' or working class respondents to be class conscious.
The apparent lack of working cLass consciousness in Cana-

da was reinforced by the findings regarding labour union
membership. As political partisanship is not dealt with in

this study labour union membership was taken !o be an area
where working class consciousness would be most clearly visibLe. Although class consciousness among labour union members proved to be greater than among the sample as a whole
the majority of the class conscious responden!s considered
themselves to be middle class. Most of the labour union members çho considered themselves working class did so only
when 'forced',
that is, by the criteria of this study they
were not class conscious. It \,¡as seen in Chapter 2 that in
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all provinces the dominant labour unions were the public
sector ones, and that they were largely 'white-collar' ones,
which rçould seem to account for this lack of working class
consciousness among the membership. It should be mentioned
that some labour unions do have the expected links with the
parties of the 'Ief!' , principally the N,D,p., and in such
diverse regions as Ner¡foundland and Britishro2Columbia.
It

c1ear, then, that in Canada a sense of class
consciousness is linked to being 'upper,,ie, middle, class
objectively defined, As expected, political involvement, by
aIl indicators, was grealest among the upper class respondents than among those with a lower objective class status.
Furthermore, the levels of association reported in tables
1i. to 1ix. suggest a fairly strong relationship between
political involvemenl and objective class position. As the
multivariate analysis, discussed at the end of Chapter 3,
showed objective class status to be the independent variable
that had !he most significan! impact on involvement.
ÀIthough objective class e¡as not the most i.nf luential vari_
able on alL measures, it was nontheless, higher than the
class consciousness variabLe in alI instances. One's objec_
tive class situation clearly has a greater impact on one,s
political involvement than does a sense of class consciousseems

ness,

lo2 see Dyck, Provincial Politics In
507 .
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Canada.

p.

40 and p.

However, lables

.l

i, to 1ix. do show that class consciousness does have an independent impact on level-s of political
involvement. The analysis of proposition 5 illustrated that
although the pattern is not strong there is some evidence to
suggest that class consciousness has a greater impact on the
more 'gladiatorial' forms of involvement. I f the nine indicators of involvement used in this study were categorized
according to Milbrath's mode1103 the breakdown would be as
follows: var017, 'Vote', 'passinv' , and 'Actinvl' would be
would be a'transitional'
'spectator' activities;'Accinv2'
activity; and'Àctinv3','neighbourhood organization rnembership',
organization membership' and ,public
'political
interest group membership' would be 'gladiatiorial' activities. Calculating the mean level of association between each
activity leveÌ and class consciousness produced a Gamma
score of .162 for the 'spectator' leveI oi invoLvement, .148
for the 'transitional' Level and of .224 for the 'gladiatorialr category, Although the 'transitional' category upsets
the trend it is nontheless obvious that the impact of class
consc j.ousness on active or 'gladiatoriaf
involvement is
greater than on the more passive or 'spectator' oriented
forms of involvement. Of course the small percentages of
respondents who were actively involved must always be borne
in mi nd.

r03 Milbrath, Political

particioation.
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the final proposition heJ.ps to put some
'flesh' onto the bones of the previous anaì-ysis. To this
point the effect of class consciousness has been analysed in
three ways. FirstIy, it was found that class consciousness
is more apparent among the 'supporters' and 'critics' than
among the other culture types,
Secondly, euebec and New
Brunsvick aside, it is clear that a sense of cLass consciousness is more evident in Ontario and the Western provinces than it is in the '!raditional' provinces of the East.
FinalIy, it is also apparent from the evidence that class
consciousness has an impact, independent from objective
class position, on levels of involvement.
The analysis of

These findings provide the rationale for lhe final propo-

sit.ion that the greatest leve1s of political
involvement
should be found among 'supporters' and 'critics'
in ,modern'
regions. Tab]es 2i. to 2ix. and 3i. to 3ix. present the
results of this analysis. On all indicators 'supporters' and
'critics' are considerabLy more involved than the other two
categories although the pattern is less clear on the most
active measures of involvement where the cell numbers are so
small. It can be argued, then, that a sense of efficacy consistently increases a respondent's level of political
involvement. Ho!¡ever multiple regression analysis showed
that objective class situation has a significantly greater
relationship with cuLture type than does a sense of class
consciousness. ÀIthough the objective class make-up of each
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culture type is not examined here it has been analysed elsewheret0 4 with quite clear results.
what i s most evident,
however, is that aJ.though class consciousness and objective
class have an impact on culture type, their significance
should not be over-estimated, particutarly because the final
section suggests tha! the role of culture type is also of
limiled significance.
Despite the fact that Ievels of involvement tend to be
higher in the more 'modern' provinces lhere are sufficient
discrepencies in the findings to suggest that this final

proposition is,

at best, on.ly partiaJ-J.y borne out. This
study concLudes, like Simeon and Elkins, that even with the
independent variabtes controlled for significant regional
variation, in terms of poLilical involvement, remains. It is
necessary lherefore to draw on existing literature,
as welL
as the data from this sbudy to explain why involvement was
higher in some provinces than in others.
Regional voting turnout is one involvement indicator
which does not conform to the proposition. Table 3i. shows
very high turnout levels in lhe Maritimes. Although this
result is not repeated for other forms of involvement it is
not a suprising one. Simeon and EIkins claim that for residents of the Maritimes, and euebec where turnout rates are
see Simeon and

Elkins,

Political Cultures. I ,
They used educat ion leve1 as the indicator of
obj ect ive class position and found that the numbers of
rsupporters' and'critics'
rose as the level of educa-

p. 39.
tion

' Regional

i nc r ea sed.
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also high, this form of political activity "is a riLual or a
social activity carried on with little
reference to the
affairs of State". 1o s In these 'traditional' areas where
party affiliation is strongi.y entrenched, particularLy along
religious 1ines, this seems to be a very val.id explana!ion.
it can be further argued that the continuation of patronage
is also likely to mobilize suppor! at eLection time. In Ne!¡
Brunsr¡ick, for example, Fitzpatrick claims that po)-itical
allegiance 'is no casuaf matter'1o6 and that:
the relationship beLween the individual voter and
his party is in many cases one of intimate reciprocity, a mutual loyalty sustained by, among other things,
a wide distribution of 'hoñest' pãtron1O7
-^sYL

'

The Maritimes' high turnout rates do not extend to their
Àtlantic neighbour, Newfoundland. This province consistently

has the lowest rate of voter turnout in the country and the
findings of this study suggest a continuing trend. The fact

that confederation into Canada was so recent may well be an
explanatory factor, with affinity to Ottar.¡a stiIl
being
somewhat weak. The political dominance of individuals, particularly Joey Smallwood, at the provincial leveI further
suggests that the democratic spirit is not yet strong in
this, most traditional of societies.

ros Ibid., p. 31.
106
f

P.J. Fitzpatrick, 'politics of

Canadian Provinc ia1 politics.

o7 Ibid., p. 122.
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Pragma t i sm. ' ,
121 .

p.

in Robin,

Patronage, exacerbated by the fact that poli!icians have
a higher prof iJ-e in smaller communities may account for the
high leve1s of political knowledge in the Àtlantic provinces. The same paradox that Ner,¡foundland presented with regard
to its culture type distribution is apparent in terms of the
respondents' 'attention to politics 9enerally'.
The province contains the highest proportion of respondents Ì¡ho pay
'close' attention to politics and the highest proportion !¡ho
claim to pay 'not much' attention. In a province with a high
proportion of 'disaffected' respondents this Iatter resul!
is not suprising.
An explanation for the high leveLs of political

is

knowledge

icable to the Àtlantic provinces as a whole. This
expl-ana! ion has been ca1led the 'metropol itan-hinterland'
hypothesis.ros This hypothesis is that respondents in the
hingerLand provinces, ie. the Àtl-antic provinces, ',probably
read more about the premiers of the central provinces than
respondents in the central provinces read about the premiers
of the Àtlantic provinces".l0s Knowledge of a more conceptual nature, such as the placement of poli!ical parties along
a left/right spectrum !¡as actuall-y lowest in Àtl-antic Canada
and highest in B,C. The high level- of this type of conceptual knowledge in B.C. was attributed to the "heavily classappl-

I Ronald D, Lambert.
et al.; The Sources Of Political
Knowledge. Ca nad i an Journal Of Political Science. June
988. p. 368.
1os r bid. , p. 368.
1

o

'1
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oriented politics"1l0 in ihis province, It seems, then, that
amassing factual knowledge does not necessarily indicate a
high level of political sophistication. Nor does it seem to
act as a 'stepping sloner to more active political involvement

.

Manitoban respondents were the least likely lo pay 'not
much' attention t.o politics.
This may weJ,1 be the resull of

the province's central geographical Iocation which lays it
open to influences from both central and western Canada.
Following Manitoba on this indicator were Alberta, 8.C,,
Ontario and Saskatchewan. In other words lhe more 'modern'
provinces had the lowest number of respondents who pay no
attent ion to politics.
As Chapter 3 i1l-ustrated, the pattern of

the 'modern'
provinces being more involved becomes more apparent as the
indicators of involvement become more active. ALthough
P.E.I. contained the highest percentage of respondents Hho
read, and watch t,v. programmes, about politics this may be
a distorted figure resulting from the lor+ number of respondents although Jensen, among others, has been reluctant to
ignore P.E.I. I s position as a 'transitional'
province.tll
With this exception, the western provinces ranked consistently higher on this indicator than did the others. As
r

lo Ibid., p.

II

366.

1 See Jensen, 'party Systems.i, in Bellamy el al., Provinc iaI Systems. p.1 24,
and Mackinnon, 'Prince Edward
Island.' in Robin, Canadian Provinc ial Politics. p.84.
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expected Saskatchewan emerges as the province with highest
percenlage of respondents v¡ho are involved in politics.
it
ranked first

in terms of 'discussing politics with others
and convincing friends to vote the same way'. Saskatchewan
respondents were also the most J_ike1y to altend poLitical
meetings and to contact politicians.
Talking about politics
and convincing others to vote the same way were much more
apparen! among the four vrestern provinces than elsewhere.
British Columbia, particularly ranked high on this indicator.
However, lhe general finding !hat the more 'modern' provinces of the west are consistentl,y more actively involved

suggests a greater uniformity among them than is actually
evident from the findings. For exampl-e, British Columbian,
and even more so Manitoban, respondents ranked low (in Mani-

toba's case, lovest) in !erms of at!ending meetings and contacting politicians. While Saskatchewan consistently has the
highest proportion of respondents who are actively involved,
particularl-y on the two highest activity Ievel indicators
( see tables 3vi . and 3vi i i . )
, the other 'modern' provinces
are much less consistent.
whiLe ALbertan respondents were
the most Iikely to be actively involved in Neighbourhood
Organizations they were amongst the least likeIy to vlork for
or give donations to political parties. A similar situa!ion
is apparent among respondents from B.C. ÀIthough they show
high leveIs of attention to, and, according to existing 1it-
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erature, high levels of knowledge abouE, politics they
appear to be not particuLarly active or involved in politics. These findings are similar to those of Simeon and
EIkins and provide a good example of t.he Iimited impact that
this study has found 'class' to have on political invol-vemen!.

Why, then, does Saskatchewan foÌlow its expected course,

as a 'modern' province while the others aopear not to do so?
Firstly, it must be remembered that Saskatchelran is the most

'modern' province, according to both Jensen and witson,
while the other western provinces are l-ess categorically so.
Furthermore, trends that are apparent at the provincial leve1 are not necesarily evident a! the federal leveL. While
the involvement indicators do not specificalty apply to federal politics the survel¡ was conducted in the context of the
1984 federal election. The provincially oriented nature of
both Alberta and British Columbia, and the SociaI Credit
tradition of limited poputism are important here. while
Alberta has, in the past, been the centre of western Separatism sentiment B.C. has had an almost ambivalent attitude
towards Central Canada and the federal government. These
attitudes are sho\rn in the 1ow levels of 'supporters' that
these provinces

c on

ta i ned.

The analysis of Àlberta in Chapter 2 showed it to

be

a

authoritarian province, medium in terms of trust
and efficacy and low in terms of involvement. Indeed ÀIberta
some!¡hat

is oni.y considered to approach 'modern' status by virtue of
the fact tha!, according to Wilson, its party system is a
contest betlreen the progressive Conservatives and the N.D.p.
However, the opposition status accorded to the N.D.p. is
rather weak, while the p.C.s remain strong especially in the
urban areas,

all of which suggests that a 'transiLional'

label would be more appropriate.
In the case of British Columbia, the 'modern' provincial
party system is not reflected at the federal Ievel. The more
tradítional, Progressive Conservative party remains strong
in B,C. at the federal leveI, a result, it is argued, that
the threat from the 'left' at the federal leveL was not
strong enough to cause the re-aLignment of the 'right' that
it did at the provincial level. I 12 Furthermore the results
of this study suggest that while B.C. has t.he highest proportion of 'critics' in the country i! has relatively Iow
Ievels of 'supporters' and 'deferents'.
In other words a
sense of trust appears to be 1o!¡er than previous studies
have suggesLed and a feeling of efficacy, which has been
found to be the spur !o involvemenÈ is limited 1argely to
the 'critics'. Martin Robin has argued that B.C. government
is as corrupt and patronage-ridden as anywhere in the coun!ry undermining trust and efficacy and cert.ainly contradicting the view of B.C. as a model 'citizen- societyr .1 13 ¿

rr2 see Àlan C. Cairns and Daniel- Wong; ' Socialism, Federalism and the B.C. party Systemi 1933-1993., ín rhorburn, !g¡3¡¿ PoliLics, p. 283.
I r s see Martin Robin,
'British Columbia, The Company prov- 148 -

further expLanation for the disaffection from politics,
especially at the federal level, in B.C. has been advanced
in a recent newspaper article.rl4 The argument is that British Columbians feel left out of federal decision-making
because they do not have the high profile members in cabinet
that they are used to, it is also argued that the 'softwood
lumber affair'
damaged attitudes towards the federal, as
welL as the provincial, government. At the same time the
federal election is, in B.C. a contest between the Conservatives and the N,D.P.. This, and the fact that the N.D.p. are
also seen as likely victors of the next provincial election
seems to sugges! that B.C. is indeed a 'modern, province. À
more 1ike1y reason for the rel,ative apathy apparent in lhe
province is the feeling of self-centredness and self-sufficiency which may be fostered by the economy, geographical
location, and immigration from East Àsia by peopÌe who are
unfamiliar with cent ra I Canada .
Saskatchewan, on the other hand,

to have had its
claim to political sophisticat.ion ratified.
In this study,
as in others, it has consistently ranked highest in terms of
the proportion of iLs respondents who are actively involved
in politics.
the province ranked quite high in terms of
class consciousness, behind only Ouebec and the economicalJ.y
deveLoped provinces of Ontario and B.C. Hovrever, feelings of
seems

ince' , in, Robin, Canadian Provinc ial politics.
Joan Cohen; ' N.D.P. Hopes May Hinge On B.C.'.
Free Press. 25th October 1988. p.7.
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class consciousness and the fact that Saskatchewan has
developed economically away from being a pureJ-y agrarian
society, do not offer the mosl significant explanations for
Saskatchevan's participatory political
culture. Rather the
answer seems to lie in ethnic settlement patterns, the early
economic climate and the resulting development of the coIlectivist poIiEicaJ- system. CLimatic hazards and exploitation by Central Canada forced set!lers into co-operatives,
at first individually and later politically. That the political movement took on a socialist character is thought to be
largely because of the predominance of British settlers in
the rural areas rather than American ones, as was the case
in Alberta.lls This is, of course, an oversimplified picture, and by no means were a1l of the original C.C.F. supporters socialists, However r âs Dyck says "it would seem
that there was an ethic of co-operation and collective pubIic action ingrained in the province that permitted a
socialist party to take root".116 Recent election victories
by the Progressive Conservatives suggest lhat the continued
high leve1s of politicaL involvement are the resuLt of Èhis
ethic of concerLed publ-ic action rather than of socialism
per se.

For a full discussion of prairie settlement patterns see
in,
Thorburn, Party Politics In Canada. chapler 23.
Dyck, Provincial Politics In Canada. p. 395.
Nelson Wiseman, 'The Pattern Of prairie politics.'
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The fact that SaskatcheÞran appears so clearly as the
province with fhe highest leveIs of political involvement
while at the same time containing only medium levels of
class consciousnessr'supporters' and'critics',
reiterates
that lhe independent variables controlled for in this study
have only a limited use in explaining involvement. In
attempting to explain the substantial regional differences
in politcal culture, and specifically in levels of political
involvement, it was necessary to examine the broader cultural aspects of the provinces particularJ.y their hisLorical
expe r i enc es

.

Certain avenues opened up in the course of this study
need to be explored further.
The fact that objective class
status seemed to have the most significant impact on levels
of involvement needs, perhaps to be followed up as does the
relationship between culture type and objective class position, More significantly sti11, is the exploration of intraregional political cultures. This is an endeavour made difficult by the fact that when 'community size', for example,
is controlled for, even in a survey of 3377 respondents, the
ceII sizes become to small for meaningful analysis. NonetheIess thè aggregate data for a province like Ontario is a
reflection of neilher the attitudes of Torontonians nor lhe
people in the Northern areas,

Finally, though, it does seem that the majority of the
propositions were verified and that class consciousness,
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objective class position,
and culture type atl have an
impact on polit.ical involvement. The image of Canada as a
classless society seems to be only parLially accurate thougb
those who are class conscious are predominan!ly middle
class. Àn awareness of one's class position certainly seems
to be the result of a higher objective class position. a
sense of trust and efficacy are also Linked to class consciousness though regional differences remain great even
after this variable is controlled for. Political involvemen!
too is linked to class consciousness and both are, in generâ1, more apparent in the economicalty developed provínces.
This suggests that as economic development increases
throughout the country so,gradually, all of the provinces
will become 'modern' and more involved. This is unlikely,
particularly when the political apathy of 'modern' and relatively homogeneous countries like Britain are considered.
Regional political cultures, it seems, are best explained
through the historical experiences of each, and perhaps, as
Simeon and Elkins suggest, they are not cultural at all but
rabher the accurate reflection of politics,
political systems and politicians in each province.
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CONCLUSI ON

The general conclusion to be draÌ.rn from this

study is tha!
the propositions are borne out by the analysis. It was
found, quite clearl.y that the different provinces of Canada
have different politicaJ- cultures.
With one notable exception class consciousness was seen to be more apparent in the
more 'modern' regions,as defined by this study. Of the four
culture types 'critics' and 'supporters' v¡ere the most class
conscious, High levels of poliLical involvement were more
apparent among higher objective class status respondents and
anlong the sub jectively cJ.ass conscious. The impact of class
consciousness was found to be greater on active forms of
involvement than on passive ones. High levels of invoLvement
r¡ere found to be eviden! among 'supporters' and 'critics'
and in the more 'modern' regions. The only propositions not
verified by the analysis were that class consciousness is
more apparent among people of a 'Lower' objective class
position and that such çorking class consciousness would be
most apparent among members of labour unions.
HoHever, it was seen in Chapter 4 that these general con-

clusions do not teII the whole story. The studies of both
Jensen and wil-son suggest a significant role for 'class' in
the politics of the 'modern' provinces. While the findings
of this suggest thaL a sense of class consciousness, as
defined by whether the respondent considers him/herself to
153 -

be a social class member, is

by no means the most influential variabLe in determining leveIs of political involvement. Perhaps not surprisingly, objective class statusr pârticularly education and income levels, appear to have a
greater impact on involvement levels than do the other independent variables.
The fact that,

with the exception of Quebec, a sense of
class consciousness was found to more apparent in Ontario
and the west, v¡as an expected result. In Ontario, and to a
l-esser extent 8.C., this can be explained by the high levels
of industrial and economic deveJ.opment, In the Prairie provinces and B,C. it is, perhaps, best explained, by the immigration patterns in these provinces. The fact tha! many
Àmericans settled in the rural areas of Àlberta, while more
British and European immigrants did so in the other prairie
provincesr ñây accounÈL for the lower levels of class consciousness in this province than eIser,¿here in !he west,
Class consciousness is consistentJ.y lower in the Eastern

provinces although there are wide discrepancies between
them. New Brunswick has higher levels of class consciousness
than the other Maritime provinces despite its rating on all
other indicators as the most 'traditional' province. P.E.I.,
on the olher hand, which displays high levels of involvement
on some indicalors and !¡as considered by Jensen to have a
significant class cleavage, has the smallest percentage of
respondents who consider themselves to be a member of a
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social cIass. The slightly higher Ievels of class consciousness in New Brunswick and NOva Scotia is reflected in the
fact that. the N.D.P. can garner as much as 15 to 20% of Ehe
popular vote in these provinces. The Cape Breton area of
Nova Scotia differs from the rest of Àllantic Canada in that
it has periodicaLly elected C.C.F./¡l .n,p, candidates at both
the federal and provincial leve1 since 1939. It is Iikely
that this industrial area boosted the province's level of
cl-aSs consciousness al.though the fact that this study waS
unable to tap intra-provincial distinctions makes this diff icult to substant iate.
The fact that

class consciousness is highest in euebec,
and to a lesser extent Ontario, where leveLs of involvement
are moderate at best serves to demonstrate the limitations
of class consciousness as a predictor of political involvement. Although the extra-ordinary leveI of class consciousness in Quebec has been attributed here to a different conatation being placed on the concept of social class by
Quebeckers, the example of Saskatchewan, where involvement
IeveIs are significantly higher than elsewhere while levels
of class consciousness are moderate, further suggests that
factors other than class consciousness account for changes
in pol i t ical involvement.

It seems that the affect of 'culture fype, - 'trust' and
'efficacy'- is also Iinited. There is no doubt that 'supporters' and 'critics' are both more i-ikely to be class con-
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scious and more involved,

v¡ith ê significant association
Ì¡ith almost all- indicators of politicat involvement. yet the
association levels are bareJ.y any different to those for
subjective class consciousness. The four WesLern provinces
display simiLar patterns in terms of culture type, with fewer ' supporters' and more 'disaffecteds' and 'critics' (especialJ.y in B.C. ). The higher 1eve1s of 'disaffecteds' and
lower Ievels of 'supporters' are somewhat suprising given
the greater 'modernity' of these provinces, though it can be
explained in terms of 'western atienation' and, in the case
of Manitoba and Saskatchewan where disaffection is higher,
as a resuÌt of the 'small town in mass society' alienation
which is more usuafly applied to the Maritimes. The high
levels of 'critics'
in the West are not suprising although
lhe fact that Saskatchenan has the lowest rate of the four
provinces illust.rates the Limitations of 'culture type' in
explaining political involvement.
Undoubtedly objective class status plays a role in deter-

mining poJ-itical invoLvement 1eve1s. Specifica11y, education
and income levels are the most significanl of the indepen-

dent variables used in this study. Simeon and Elkins suggest that inter-regionaì. differences are eroded at the
extreme top and extreme bottom of the education and income
scales while'in the middle ranges the effects.....are more
ambiguous, or conflicLing, so lhat there is more room, so to
speak, for community norms to operate',117 The fact that in
Simeon and

EIkins, 'Regional Political Cult.ures.' , Þ.
- 1s6 -
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this study even objective class status was seen as 'explaining' only a small percentage of variance in political
involvement levels would seem to suggest that t.his 'middle
range' consti!utes the bulk of the popuLation. In other
words substantial regional- differences remain after the
independent variables Here controlled for.
This study has offered broader cultural, historicaL, and
sociological factors as the explanations for the difference
in provinciaJ- political cultures. The hislorical period, and
ethnic sources, of immigration and settlement patterns !¡ere
deemed !o be of parLicular importance. The Hartz/Horowitz
argument is that new soci.eties become 'fragments' of the old
societies from whence the inhabitants came. Discussions in
this study have highlighted and contrasted the impact of
Loyalist set!lers in the Maritimes, their traditional values
and their ideologies from pre-industrial Europe r,¡ith those
of the later immigrants to the Western provinces \,¡ho brought
with them socialism from Britain and Europe and radicaL populis! liberalism from the United States as well as Central
Canadian liberalism 'with a Tory touch' from Ontario. All of
these influences acquired di ffering IeveLs of prominence in
the different provinces and one must be wary of assuming
homogeneity in either Easlern or western Canada. while there
are sirnilarities which aIlow some categorizing, in terms of
political orientations each province is quite distincl.
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The lack of industrialization

and economic development in

Atlantic Canada is also seen as a reason for low levels of
trust and efficacy in these regions. However, !hese provinces, too, have their own economic elites, a fact which, along
with patronage, bolsters levels of 'supporters'rvoter turnout and some factual knowledge of politics.
Simeon and
Elkins suggest that:
politics in the ALIanlic provinces is a game
enjoyed and supported by a smalL stratum a! thè
top. The spectators perform their required activities, like voting, but rather than beíng a satisfied audience
they have turned their back on the
f 18
^^-^
9crrrE.

The fact that both federal and provincial governments have,

in these provinces, continually failed to solve economic
problems is another factor which may explain high numbers of
'disaffecled' respondents in New Brunsr¿ick and Newfoundland,
as well as low levels of 'critics' in all four Àtlantic
provinces,

This latter point suggests that poJ,itical orientations
frãy, in fac!,
be an accura!e reflection of the political
system in each province.
This raises the 'causal-arrow'
question. Is it that the lack of issue- based politics and
the dominance of patronage are the result of a lack of popuIar interest and involvement or is this system of politics
born out of the fact thal a lack of protes! and challenge
means that there is little
to shake the existing eLites out
of their inertia and a¡l'ay from the traditional, patronage
I r8

Ibid., p.

45
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and personal-ity-based politics?

There is obviously a circu-

lar relationship here, and it. is possible to argue that
political culture is usually seen as !he determining factor
although it is more important, in the context of this study
to ask Hhat it would take to break this vicious-circle.
It r,¡ould

that industrialization and economic development, coupled with the rise in education and income levels
which this impJ.ies, are necessary for the devetopment of a
more participatory and effective political culture. Yet the
resufts of this study suggest that even these developments
r^'ould be of limited impact i.n countering decades of sociatization and dispJ.acing lhe 'fragments' of oId societies. Such
a process woul.d be inevitably slow and the findings of this
study suggest that in only one province does there appear to
be evidence of a transition towards greater 'modernity'.
along with rapid economic development Quebec has also witnessed social- and cultural changes. The dominance of the
Roman Catholic church has diminished, the battle for official Bi-l-ingualism has been !¡on, and more recen!ty the prov*
ince has has its claim !o sLatus as a 'distinct societyr
legitimized, In this context it is not suprising that this
study found Quebec to have as high a proportion of 'supporters'as anywhere in lhe country.
seem

Further analysis along the lines of this study, perhaps
using a 1988 Election dataset, could be used to assess
whether 'involvement' leveIs in Quebec increase as a resul!
'1

59

of such development. Such analysis could also explore v¡hether the apparent revival of a three parly provincial system
in Manitoba undermines Wilson's model, and whether the
recent Liberal landslide victory in New Brunswick's provincial election is a sign of changing attitudes and breaking
down of traditional cleavages in this most 'disaffected' of
provinces. However, the greatest supplement !o the findings
of this study v¡ould be the inclusion of data relating to
intra-provinciaJ. differences in basic political orientations. One would anticipate that providing nore specific
daLa !han merely provinciaJ. aggregates, for instance analysis based on community size, that a stronger link betr¡een
industrialization,
class consciousness and political
involvement than that found in this study may be evident,
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